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The study investigated the phenomena of mass Russian tourism in the Rimini province of 
Italy in the aspects of its history, specificity, current state, and prospectives for future. As the 
modern tourism is highly integrated with Internet and High-Tech those convert it into e-
tourism then the study also has verified the role of information technologies in the 
phenomena. 
 
The meaning of the Russian tourism for the economics of the province is described by the 
fact that among 30 percents of not Italian holidaymakers in Rimini Russians represent the 
biggest group - 20 percents from all the foreigners for 2013. Another important factors are the 
significant expenses of Russians for shopping and entertainment; their preferences for long 
vacations, and visiting Rimini all the year around. 
 
The study used as sources the official statistics, literature, Internet tourism resources, 
netnograpy, business reports and discussions with the local tourism professionals. The 
empirical part has been done as a survey conducted in the Russian language among more than 
200 Russian tourists in Rimini. 
 
The study showed that in spite of the importance of the Russian tourism for the local 
economics its recent fast growth was rather extensive than intensive. High interest of Russians 
to Italy along with their growing financial opportunities for traveling abroad allowed the local 
tourism business and authorities do not apply strong efforts for the development in favour of 
offering the standard activities (beach vacations and excursions in Italian famous cities) that 
are interested rater for new comers than for repetitive and/or advanced visitors. This was 
especially visible in the low diffusion of local e-services intended for Russians and weak 
advertising for them the area’sцopportunities in art, culture, special tours, events, and so on. 
Such strategy worked in the previous years but now in the situation of economical and 
political difficulties in Russia brings clear threats. 
 
Basing on the ascertained preferences and trends among the Russian tourists the study has 
suggested measures for resolving those threats. Among them are: offering the popular but 
out-of-basic Italian tourism products like gastronomic tours or thermal treatment;  organizing 
specialцactivitiesцюnaturalцparks,цeventsя;цhighlightingцtheцRimini’sцareaцownцrichцhistoricalцandц
cultural heritage; improving information support especially online with extending e-services 
dedicated to Russians; paying special attention to those Russians, which would like to travel on 
their own. 
 
Theцstudy’sцresultsцareцsuggestedцforцtheцtourismцorganizations and enterprises that already 
have established activities in Rimini and/or have intentions for developing new ones. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The study is dedicated to exploring and analysing the preferences of Russians tourists visiting 
the Rimini province of Italy (region Emilia-Romagna) and the structure of their holidays. The 
expected output is projected as defining the systematic approach to the preferable organiza-
tion of tourist services for Russians in Rimini with providing recommendations and descrip-
tions of the desirable measures and activities for achieving the sustainable growth of the Rus-
sian tourism in the area. 
 
Additionally the concept of e-tourism is identified as an important aspect in the study. Nowa-
days Internet penetrates to all the fieldsцofцourцlifeцandцtourismцisn’tцan exception. The deci-
sions of tourists (both before trip visit and during trip) are mainly made basing on the infor-
mation available in Internet. Thus we can consider the tourists not simply as consumers of 
tourist product but as e-consumers of e-tourism. Correspondingly the systematic approach 
assumes optimal organization of e-commerce solutions suggested to the Russian tourists. 
 
The main research problem for the study is defined as – what is the structure of consumer 
behavior (i.e. modes of acting, habits, preferences and activities) of the Russian tour-
ists in the Rimini province of Italy, both existed and potential through the classic par-
adigm and  the paradigm of e-tourism? 
 
The secondary research problems flow out from the context and nature of the main research 
problem. Among them: 
 
1. Who are the typical Russians arriving in Rimini for holidays and entertain-
ment? 
2. What are the current typical tourism products offered to the tourists by the 
Russian travel agencies? 
3. What is the current typical behavior of the Russian tourists in the Rimini area? 
4. What is the hidden / potential behavior of the Russian tourists in the Rimini 
area? 
5. What are the business and public services and activities that the Rimini prov-
ince (and wider the Emilia-Romagna region, the north and central Italy sug-
gests now / can suggest in future with mapping to 3), 4)? 
6. What is the e-behavior of the Russian consumers? 
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7. How the local business and public services and activities can be incorporated 
in e-tourism? 
 
In its turn the secondary research problems allow the further specification with providing sub-
levels, so can be represented as mini research problems. 
 
2 Russians in Rimini 
 
2.1 Rimini as a destination 
 
Rimini is one of the biggest resorts in Italy situated in Adriatic (Romagnole) Riviera. It is spe-
cialized on the beach vacations due to its geographical location, climate conditions and histor-
ical path. The first balneal facility has been opened there in 1843 and since that time there was 
active and rapid development.  
 
The Second World War has caused serious damage to Riminiцandцitsцholiday’sцindustry as 
there were severe military fights in the area and the level of destruction was the highest in  
Italy. However the significant investments both from the state and business into the recon-
struction of the city and its recreational facilities resulted in the fact that already ten years later 
Rimini has become one of the most known and popular resorts in Europe.  
 
Nowadays its tourism infrastructure is impressive. There are about two thousands of hospitali-
ty establishments of the different types – hotels, B&B, tourist residences and villages (that 
brings probably cheapest prices for the accommodation in the resort areas of Italy); a few tens 
kilometres of excellently equipped beaches; amusements and water parks; numerous restau-
rants, bars, cafes; everything for entertainment – disco, parties, sport facilities, excursions. 
 
The resort is popular for both Italians and foreigners that make approximately two thirds and 
one third of the visitors. Among foreigners Germans were prevalent for long time but for the 
last 3-4 years have been overtaken by Russians that now form the biggest group of non-Italian 
tourists in Rimini. 
 
The amount and value of the Russian visitors were so high that have forced some re-thinking 
about positioning Rimini in both the local tourism industry and the industry of outbound 
tourism in Russia. Many of Russians were arriving in Italy at the first time via Rimini and had 
expectations predominately not for bathing and entertainment but for the Italian history, art, 
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culture, cuisine and fashion. Such expectations resulted in some adaptation of business and 
community for representing Rimini more than just a beach resort destination. 
 
2.2 Tourism industry for Russians in Rimini 
 
Nowцlet’s look how the industry creates the tourist product for Russians in Rimini and what 
the typical offers are. 
 
2.2.1 Industry structure 
 
There are about ten tour operators that are specialized on Rimini (of course, not only on Ri-
mini but on the whole Italy as a tourist destination). Mostly they are Russian companies, for 
instance, Danko, PAC Tour, Natalie Tours but also there are Italian ones, for instance,  
Gartour. They sell tourist packages directly to the end-customers or through the travel agen-
cies in Russia. For getting a representation about the tour operators that act in Rimini it was 
enoughцtoцvisitцRimini’sцInternationalцAirportцatцtheцtimeцofцarrivalцofцaцflightцfromцRussiaц– 
the operators open their offices for welcoming arriving tourists. 
 
There are the Russian travel agencies located to Rimini (in fact, established by migrants from 
ex-USSR) that sell their products to the arriving Russians tourists. 
 
Finally there are independent guides that have a license for providing tourist services. 
 
2.2.2 Industry offers 
 
The packages from the Russian tour operators for Rimini (as well as for the whole Italy) can 
be found at their Web sites. The leading Russian operator Danko (www.danko.ru) has a lot of 
offers. 
 
The tours for Rimini are conveniently linked with the schedule of flights from Russia to Rimi-
ni (nowadays Ancona / Bologna). The flights recently have been scheduled on Wednesdays 
and Saturdays; correspondingly the standard packages had length in 3 nights, 4 nights, 1 week, 
10 nights, 11 nights, 2 weeks, 3 weeks. The tours in 3 or 4 nights are rare and mostly intended 
for shopping though there are lovers to spend a weekend in Rimini. The packages in 2 and 3 
weeks (rare) usually are intended for beach holidays. The packages in 1 week, 10 nights, and 11 
nights are multifunctional. They can be targeted to beach holidays, just staying in Rimini with 
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some excursions around, or intensive traveling over the country. Nevertheless regarding the 
beach holidays should be mentioned that they mostly always have a cultural program (like 
excursions etc.) 
 
The packages with active traveling are very intensive, intended for the persons, who want to 
see maximum in Italy for the limited number of days, and frequently have loud names like “All 
the Italy”, “Italy Maxi” and so on. They can be divided into two basic types. For the first type 
a tourist stays in Rimini all the time with making one-day excursions to Rome, Florence, Ven-
ice, and so on. For the second type a tourist moves from one city to another city with sleeping 
every night in a new place or with staying in one place for a few nights and making from it 
one-day excursions, for instance, staying in Rimini and making excursions in San Marino, Ven-
ice; staying in Florence and making excursion in Siena, Pisa and so on. But usually such inten-
sive tours assume at least the first night and/or last night in Rimini. 
 
The typical basic package from a tour operator (a cooperated travel agency) includes help in 
getting visa, ticket for charterцorцregularцflight,цhotelцaccommodationцandцaцcoupleцofц“free”ц
excursions.ц‘Regardingцtheцservicesцaboveцthe basic package the normal attitude of Russians is 
concluded in not buying anything extra directly from a tour provider, at least in advance, as 
locally they can find better offers, choose extra options basing on available time, mood etc. 
(also it should be noticed that noneцofцtheцcomponentsцofцtheцbasicцpackageцisn’tцcriticalцnow-
adays for the tourists so they think more and more about traveling on their own). 
 
Willingness of Russians to buy extra activities locally and on alternative basis is the foundation 
for business of the Russian travel agencies located to Rimini itself. We can discuss their typical 
offers using as a sample the Bravo Service Company (www.bravoservicerimini.ru) as it is 
probably most known, and is a principal partner of the Rimini Tourism Office, which actively 
references the company. 
 
Bravo Service provides three principal products: 
1. excursions; 
2. help in accommodation; 
3. assistance and information services. 
 
The suggested excursions are in Rome /Vatican, Venice, Florence, San Marino; shopping 
tours in Rimini and in the next Italian region – Marche; city sightseeing in Rimini. Help in 
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accommodationцassumesцadvisingц“theцbestцhotels”цforцstays.цAssistance and information ser-
vices are multiple, for example: 
 Russian-speaking assistant; 
 help in car rental; 
 providing tickets for museums, sport events, public transport; 
 advising restaurants and night clubs; 
 accompaniment for business meetings, visiting exhibitions etc.  
 
Regarding the Russian travel agencies in Rimini should be mentioned that they work only with 
the Russian-speaking tourists (from Russia and ex-USSR). 
 
And the third part of community is independent guides. They are specialized on city excur-
sions in Rimini and famous cities, shopping, help and assistance. 
 
As a conclusion for the chapter the following comment could be made regarding the offers 
from the tour operators and the travel agencies for the Russian tourists in Rimini. In general 
Italy in the tourism market the following major products are offered that are applicable to the 
area: 
 città d’Arte; 
 beach holidays; 
 thermal treatment; 
 food & wine tours; 
 sport and cycling activities; 
 adventures tours; 
 green tourism (including agrotourism); 
 shopping; 
 holidays for seniors; 
 business tours; 
 visiting special events (like festivals, carnivals etc.). 
 
The products that are currently offered by the tour operators and the travel agencies are 
marked by italic font. Thus the offers are limited to a very few items intended. 
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2.3 HistoryцofцtheцRussians’цappearanceцinцRimini 
 
The Rimini province that is the heart of Italian Adriatic (also known as Romagnole) Riviera 
has become during the last years a very popular destination for Russians for holidays, recrea-
tion, and shopping. This probably has happened by chance – during 1990s when Russians 
started to travel actively outside of Russia the Rimini area has been established as the first 
principal destination for their visits in Italy due to the excellently developed tourism infra-
structure with good ratio for the price/quality of services, warm sea with long sand beaches 
and shallow waters suitable for both adults and children (the important factor for the inhabit-
ants of Russia with its long winter and limited number of sea bathing areas), soft climate with-
out heavy heat, and closeness to the main tourist attractions like San Marino, Florence, Ven-
ice, Rome, and others. The international airport Fellini of Rimini / San Marino has been pro-
filed for admitting numerous regular and charter flights from Russia that also was resulting in 
the rapid growth of the tourist flow of Russians. The enthusiastic perception of the first Rus-
sians visited Rimini was so high that many of them have bought here the real property and 
have started to live in Rimini either on permanent or seasonal basis. Some of them have 
opened in the province their enterprises in the tourism business – hotels and travel agencies 
specialized in the first turn for working with the fellow-citizens. Further there was the clear 
cumulative effect of snowball – the number of the Russian visitors in Rimini was increasing 
permanently year-to-yearцandцRiminiцitselfцhasцgotцtheцreputationцofцaц“Russian”цcityцinцItaly. 
 
2.4 Statistics of Russian tourists in Rimini 
 
The department of statistics of Rimini provides statistical data about tourism in the province. 
Mostly the dataцareцrepresentedцasцannualцgeneralцreportsцaboutцtourists’цarrivalsцandцovernight 
stays. 
 
2.4.1 General statistics 
 
Initially the study used the report for 2013 (Statistica Rimini 2013a) as a base point (also the 
reports for the previous years are taken in consideration). But now also a preliminary report 
for 2014 (Statistica Rimini 2014) is available. So the reports of 2013 and 2014 both are taken 
for analysis and comparison. The quantitative results for 2014 allow understanding how the 
recent negative political and economical factors practically have effected to the tourist flow of 
Russians (in other words how the empirical observations and feelings reflect the reality). Let’sц
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look for retrospective at the statistics of the visits of Russians in the province for 1996 – 2012 
(Statistica Rimini 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012): 
Table 1. Statistics of the Russian visitors in Rimini for 1997-2012. 
1997 1998 1999 2000 
Number Change Number Change Number Change Number Change 
51,341 -8% 45,116 -12.1% 28,969 -35.8% 34,671 19.7% 
  
2001 2002 2003 2004 
Number Change Number Change Number Change Number Change 
37,513 8.2% 38,815 3.5% 41,295 6.4% 50,942 23.4% 
 
2005 2006 2007 2008 
Number Change Number Change Number Change Number Change 
59,206 16.2% 76,569 29.3% 99,198 29.6% 102,291 3.1% 
 
2009 2010 2011 2012 
Number Change Number Change Number Change Number Change 
74,709 -27% 113,668 52.1% 151,790 33.5% 180,601 19% 
 
Thus the number of the Russian tourists in the area was growing persistently and fast with 
some decline for the time of the economic crises in Russia (1997-1999, 2008-2009).  
 
Now let’sцlookцin detail to the results of 2013 (Statistica Rimini 2013a) that was for the ob-
served time the most prosperous year for the Russian tourism in Rimini. The number of visi-
tors was 206,023 that is an increase for 14.1% comparing with 2012. The number of overnight 
stays was 985,803 and increased for 10.6% that means decreasing the average rate of the over-
allцstay.цItцwasц4.8цforц2013цthatцisn’tцtooцhighцcomparingцwithцotherцnationalities (but this re-
flects the fact that Rimini is used by Russians as a principal gateway for entering Italy so many 
tourists stays in Rimini for a small number of nights or do not stay there at all – this is dis-
cussed later in the study). The market share of the Russian tourists for the overnight stays 
among the foreign tourists was 24,3% (with 19.6% for Germans and 9.8% for Swisses – the 
2nd and 3rd positions), for the whole market (including Italians) – 6.3%. The interesting fact is 
that in the sector of non-hotel accommodation (B&B, rented apartments etc.) the increase in 
the number of tourists was 102,4% and increase in the number of overnight stays was 97,3%. 
Another interesting fact is that though the Rimini province includes besides Rimini itself other 
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coastal resort cities like Riccione, Cattolica, Misano Adriatico and internal territories - Entro-
terra Valconca, Entroterra Valmarecchia (by the way very interesting from the historical, cul-
tural and recreational point of views) the number of tourists in Rimini was 183,388 and the 
number of overnight stays was 855,901 that are 89% and 87% from the overall numbers for 
the whole province so Rimini city is the main target for the visits. The table below gives an 
idea about the distribution of visits over the year for 2013: 
Table 2. Theцvisitors’цactivityцinц2013цbyцmonthsцforцtheцRussian tourists. 
Month Number of visitors Number of nights 
January 8,594 33,370 
February 6,361 27,957 
March 11,308 31,279 
April 15,987 44,946 
May 20,731 69,233 
June 27,537 139,981 
July 29,546 203,888 
August 30,211 183,926 
September 27,942 153,974 
October 15,883 54,938 
November 7,146 23,131 
December 4,777 19,180 
   
Overall 206,023 985,803 
 
Now we can make some observations from the data. The most active season for Russians in 
Rimini is June - September when the local climate allows bathing in the sea and weather is 
warm (that corresponds to the local summer season that continues usually from the beginning 
of June to the middle of September with the variations for the different beaches and depend-
ing upon the concrete weather conditions). It is interesting that out of the season the rate of 
presence of Russians is enough steadily distributed over the months. The ratio betweenц“theц
season”цandц“outцof the season”цisц69ыцtoц31%. For comparison there is the statistics of visits 
by months for Germans that has a clear seasonality (the distributions for other European na-
tionalities are more or less similar with some exceptions): 
Table 3. Theцvisitors’цactivityцinц2013цbyцmonthsцfor the German tourists. 
Month Number of visitors Number of nights 
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January 842 2,374 
February 361 1,017 
March 4,955 22,913 
April 6,505 34,616 
May 20,731 110,610 
June 15,571 101,291 
July 24,389 161,177 
August 33,450 210,008 
September 16,430 121,298 
October 4,951 23,071 
November 886 3,480 
December 387 2.,376 
   
Overall 129,458 794,231 
 
Another interesting data are about the distribution of the Russian tourists between the differ-
ent categories of hotels: 
Table 4. The distribution of the Russian tourists between the different types of hotels. 
Type of hotel Number of visitors 
1 star hotels 371 
2 stars hotels 5,447 
3 stars and 3 stars superior 
hotels 
128,004 
4 stars , 4 stars superior,  5 
stars hotels 
63,876 
tourist residences 6,522 
 
For comparison – the similar statistics for all the tourists from EU: 
Table 5. The distribution of the tourists from EU between the different types of hotels. 
Type of hotel Number of visitors 
1 star hotels 5,466 
2 stars hotels 26,274 
3 stars and 3 stars superior 216,764 
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hotels 
4 stars , 4 stars superior,  5 
stars hotels 
86,592 
tourist residences 21,266 
 
It is visible that the rate for the tourists, which prefer to stay in the hotels higher category, is 
grater for the Russian tourists comparing with the ones from EU (31.3% for Russia and 
25.3% for EU). 
 
Now we can look at the preliminary results of 2014 (Statistica Rimini 2014) and compare them 
with the ones for 2013 (Statistica Rimini 2013a). As it was frequently mentioned above there 
were severe negative factors that have effected to the Russian outbound tourism in the last 
year so it is interesting to see the quantitative characteristics of these effects applying to the 
RussianцtourismцinцRimini.цTheцdataцavailableцonlyцbyцNovemberцbutцthisцisn’tцcriticalцasцDe-
cember has the lowest demand for Russians (it is visible from Table 2) due to the fact that 
since the 1st of January Russians have public holidays for 9-11 days and mostly people do not 
have vacations in December shifting them to January or the very end of December. 
Table 6. Theцvisitors’цactivityцinц2014цbyцmonthsцforцtheцRussianцtouristsцinцcomparisonцwithц
2013. 
Month Number of visitors  
2014       (2013) 
Number of nights 
2014       (2013) 
January 7.495      (8,594) 27,793    (33,370) 
February 5,136      (6,361) 22,173    (27,957) 
March 8,191      (11,308) 25,327    (31,279) 
April 12,460    (15,987) 35,597    (44,946) 
May 18,525    (20,731) 63,158    (69,233) 
June 24,434    (27,537) 138,103   (139,981) 
July 30,127    (29,546) 211,777   (203,888) 
August 28,902    (30,211) 184,970   (183,926) 
September 24,096    (27,942) 143.150   (153,974) 
October 8,716      (15,883) 29,427     (54,938) 
November 4,011      (7,146) 15,704     (23,131) 
   
Overall 206,023 (172,093) 897.179   (966,623) 
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Basing on the results some preliminary comments can be made. First, the number of tourists 
and overnight stays had trend for decreasing since the beginning of year and the decrease in 
the number of tourists was higher then number of overnight stays. Second, probably there 
were no political and economical reasons for that at the 1Q of 2014 in Russia itself as the Rus-
sian currencyцandцeconomicalцsituationцwereцstable,цandцtheцfactorцofцUkraineцhasn’tцstartedц
impact yet. Third, for the 1Q of 2014 the state statistics of Russia (Russian Federal Agency for 
Tourism 2014a) says that the number of trips in Italy for Russians has increased for 3% com-
paring with 1Q of 2013 (Russian Federal Agency for Tourism 2013). Forth, the decrease has 
continued up to June when though the number of visitors still was less than in June of 2013 
the number of overnight stays was approximately the same; for July both indicators were 
higher than the ones for July of 2013; for August though the number of visitors was less, the 
number of overnight stays was higher. Fifth, for the summer of 2014 the factor of Ukraine 
was already significant as the sanctions against Russia were already in force. Sixth, the data 
show that the decline in the number of visits again has started to grow in September and was 
very sharp in October and November (about twice less in comparison with 2013, and this was 
very visible on the streets and in the shops and restaurants of Rimini); about that time should 
be mentioned that it was a period of a fast fall of rouble’sцrateцtoцeuro (about 40%).  
 
2.4.2 Statistical profile of the Russian tourist in Rimini 
 
The general reports from the department of statistics do not provide particular information 
about the tourists in the area. However there is a report about the presence of foreigners in 
the province of Rimini (Statistica Rimini 2013b) based on the results of the first ten months of 
2013. The report gives more details about ten nationalities those are most frequent in the 
province (in the order of decreasing the share they are: Russia, Germany, Switzerland & Liech-
tenstein, France, Poland, Belgium, Austria, Netherlands, UK, Czech Republic). Below are the 
considerations. 
 
First, the Russian tourists prefer the hotels of higher categories comparing with the others 
from the reference group. In the hotels 4, 4 superior and 5 stars stay 43% of Russians compar-
ing with the second position for Germans and Swisses – 15% and the third one for France – 
9%. Probably this is due to the history of the outbound tourism in Russia. Usually the Russian 
tourists that nowadays travel in Europe have in background the experience of visiting such 
popular destinations for mass holidays as Turkey, Egypt, and Thailand where normally the 
hotels 4 and 5 stars are used for stay (especially with all-inclusive services). Thus now they 
make their choice trying to have the same level of service and comfort. 
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The typology of the Russian visitors counted 21% of tourists as single, 44% - with family, and 
35% - in group. Probably such classification isn’tцcorrectцasц“singles”цfrequently travel with 
friends. And regarding the groups – normally the Russian tour operators form groups of  
tourists, which include singles, friends, and persons with family. Such groups are enough 
weakly bounded but usually have guides that accompany the groups during trip. 
 
Among the ages of the Russian tourists the following distribution has been observed: children 
up to 12 year – 6.8%, teenagers and young people (13-25 years) – 15.5%, the middle age (26-
40 years) – 34.2%, the mature adults (41-64 years) – 40.3%, seniors (65 and more years) – 
3.2%. Comparing with the average values for the referenced group of nationalities: children – 
11%, teenagers and young people – 21%, the middle age (26-40 years) – 24%, the mature 
adults – 35%, seniors – 9%. So the percentages of children, young people and seniors for Rus-
sians is below average (and actually they are ones of the lowest among all the ten nationalities) 
but for the middle age and mature adults the values are above the average (and actually at the 
first position). 
 
For transportation in Rimini 60% of the Russian tourists used planes, 29% arrived by bus, 9% 
by car, and only 0.4% by train. 
 
The main motivation for trip was as such: bathing – 83.5%; social, religious and study purpos-
es – 3.5%; thermal resorts and fitness – 0.55%; business and participation in congresses and 
exhibitions (Rimini has famous Congress Center and Fair) – 0.6%; sport and cycling – 0.1%; 
thematic parks – 0.86%; cultural and food & wine tours - 7.2%. Compare with the average 
values for the entire referenced group: bathing – 90.7%; social, religious and study purposes – 
2.3%; thermal resorts and fitness – 0.15%; business and participation in congresses and exhibi-
tions (Rimini has famous Congress Center and Fair) – 0.3%; sport and cycling – 1.2%; themat-
ic parks – 0.2%; cultural and food & wine tours - 3.3%. Thus Russians less spend time on the 
beaches than others, only British people do less; however this statistics in application to Rus-
sians is a bit questionable as about one third of them arrive in Rimini out of bathing season 
(though it counts only the first 10 months still the value is a bit higher than could be ex-
pected). The social, religious and study purposes are used above average (Russians are at the 
third position after Polish and Czech people, the tourists from the Western Europe here have 
minimal level), the same is valid for thermal resorts and fitness, business, thematic parks (here 
Russians are at the first position), and cultural and food & wine tours (at the third position). 
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The motivation, which Russians demonstrate much less comparing with others – sport and 
cycling activities (the minimum level in 0.1% with the average one in 1.2%). 
 
Regarding the motivation two comments could be added. First, the report operates only with 
the main purpose. But especially for the Russian tourists in Rimini it is typical to have multiple 
purposes for their visits (it will be visible from the results of survey). Second, such motivation 
as shopping is excluded from the list. However the specialized shopping tours in Rimini were 
very popular among Russians. For those tours visiting outlets, factories etc. are mandatory 
юthoughцitцisn’tцrequiredцtoцbuyцsomethingя.цNowцsuchцtoursцareцbecomingцlessцpopularцdueцto,ц
for instance, falling rouble against euro, more shopping experience of Russians (so they are 
becoming more critical to the range of goods in the Italian shops, their price level, and espe-
cially to the fact of a wide presence of production made out of in Italy) etc. but they are still 
available. 
 
2.5 Benefits of the Russian tourism for the Rimini province 
 
Suchц“invasion”цof Russians brought a clear positive economical effect to the region. Today 
there is a consolidated opinion of representatives of business, local communities, public and 
stateцorganizationsцthatцtheцRussianцvisitors’цeffectцisцaцcriticalцthingцforцtheцlocalцeconomics 
not only of the Rimini province but also for the whole region. As one professor from the fac-
ulty of tourism economics at the Rimini campus of the University of Bologna that without the 
Russian tourism the economic life of Emilia-Romagna would collapse. 
 
By the tourism statistics of 2013 (Statistica Rimini 2013a) Russians leaded in the overnight 
stays in the province with 24.3%, while at the second position were Germans (19.8%) and at 
the third one –Swisses (9.8%). At the same time the change year-on-year for the number of 
Russians was 10.5%, Germans - 4.4%, and Swisses - 0,2ы.цThusцtheц“Russian”цsegment of the 
tourism market in Rimini in 2013 was the biggest and also demonstrated the permanent 
growth. Besides all, the average amount of money spent by Russians was greater than by other 
groups of visitors due to, for instance, intensive shopping, though the price level in Italy for 
the most popular shopping goods is relatively higher comparing, for instance with the coun-
tries of the Central Europe. It could be said that the Rimini area has been specialized for 
providing shopping activities to the Russian. In many shops in downtown (the principal shop, 
boutique and outlet area of Rimini) it is possible to findцtheцannouncementsцlikeц“weцspeakц
here in Russian”, there are many offers for shopping tours and Russian-speaking guides that 
organize them.  
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2.6 Current risks for developing the Russian tourism 
 
However 2014 have brought such political and economical factors that have already effected 
and will effect in prospective (as they are still valid) to the number of the Russian tourists 
traveling abroad and the average amount of their expenses. The biggest political factor is the 
situation in Ukraine that resulted in the sharp deterioration of relations with Western coun-
tries, which have introduced political-economical sanctions against Russia. Among the eco-
nomical factors the biggest one is the drop of the rate of the Russian currency rouble (RUB) 
regarding euro: about 40% for the time from the summer of 2013 and with the very fast fall 
especially in the autumn of 2014. These reasons have effected clearly to the number of trips 
abroad for Russians: the Russian state statistics says that there is a decrease in 9% for traveling 
inцtheцcountriesцofцEUцthoughцitцisn’tцdistributedцequally (Russian Federal Agency for Tourism 
2014b). Regarding Italy the overall number of trips increased for 4 percents but the number of 
tourist ones decreased for 2 percents. This means that the people in Russia that considered 
Italy as a good tourist destination still have possibilities and willingness to go there. Neverthe-
lessцitцisцvisibleцthatцthereцisцsomeцredistributionцinцtheцtourists’цflowцbothцbetween different 
Italian destinations and within destinations themselves; as well as there are changes in the 
tourism structure. For instance, the officials from IAT office (Informazione e Accoglienza 
Turistica) of Rimini for the moment of June 2014 were seeing only slight decrease in the total 
number of Russians in Rimini. However some owners of the hotels by the end of active sum-
mer season (i.e. the end of August) have marked a 50 percents’цreduction of clients from Rus-
sia comparing with the same time of 2013. For September of 2014 there was no a visible drop 
in the number of Russians but in October and November the situation was already different. 
Though the number of flights in Rimini and Ancona (after closing the Rimini airport from 
01.11 the flights from Russia have been forwarded to the airport of Ancona) remained ap-
proximately the same, the filling of planes has become less. Also such empirical fact can be 
mentioned. One year ago, in the autumn of 2013 the principal street of Rimini for Russians – 
Viale Amerigo Vespucci (where there are the main hotels) in evenings was crowded by the 
Russian tourists that were walking, visiting shops and having dinner. One year later this street 
scared with its evening emptiness – the number of tourists is decreased significantly. Another 
example. In the middle of November 2014 in San Marino a salesman in one wine shop 
(Enoteca in Italian) complained of the disappearance of Russians. In his words in the previous 
year for this time there were many Russian buyers (San Marino is considered as a must desti-
nation for Russians for sightseeing and very good shopping as the prices are considerably less 
than the Italian ones and the republic is located only in 23 kilometres from Rimini – in 45 
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minutes by bus), however now there were only few people. So it seems that the shopping be-
haviour of Russians also has become different. 
 
Though such dynamic changes in the consumer behaviour of the Russian tourists in Rimini 
(and, of course, in the whole Italy) due to the infused political and economicalцfactorsцwasn’tцa 
planned topic for the study nevertheless by chance they happened and were clearly observed 
as the field work continued from the middle of spring to the end of autumn. Correspondingly 
they are also discussed. 
 
Besides the political and economic grounds in Russia itself there are proper Italian ones that 
can affect negatively, for instance the shutdown (due to the financial problems) of the interna-
tional airport of Rimini/San Marino that has happened on 01.11.2014. The airport specialized 
strongly on the connections with Russia (80-90% of all the flights). So now Russians land in 
the airport of Ancona that is in about one hour by bus or train from/to Rimini. One hour is 
not a critical time but the fact is that Rimini loses the function of gate for Russians and it 
means that some part of flow will skip the city (the persons that used Rimini as entry/exit 
point with a short stay). Also Ancona actually is very attractive tourist area (though clearly 
doesn’tцhaveцenoughцcapacityцtoцtheцmoment) so the tourist business there can try to take its 
partцofцtheц“Russianцpie”цin prejudice of Rimini. 
 
2.7 Directions for research of the Russian tourism phenomenon in Rimini 
 
Thus to the moment we have some drop in the volume of the Russian tourism in Rimini. 
How long and significant it will be it is difficult to say now. But it is evident that such situation 
requires special measures, actions, and proactive planning for preserving the area as the most 
popular destination for Russians. Especially it should be mentioned that the recent years when 
the RussianцtourismцinцRiminiцwasцgrowingцinцtheц“naturalцway”цwithoutцstrongцeffortsцfromц
the local tourism industry remain in the past; now only a well developed strategy with its active 
implementation can help keep the lead positions. 
 
An important objective for such development is the knowledge of the typical activities of the 
Russian tourists and their potential preferences those in fact are studied weakly. The depart-
ment of statistics of Rimini has only rough data on that account and their interpretation is 
questionable. The local entrepreneurs that provide accommodation, entertainment and other 
tourism services have opinion that selling to Russians their products directly is hardly possible 
so interact with them through the travel agencies that clearly results in lost of potential cus-
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tomers. The rough analysis of the offers of the Russian travel agencies and the demand from 
the clients for tours shows that usually the typical package includes flight tickets and accom-
modation. The additional activities (for instance, excursions) the Russian tourists prefer to buy 
locally. At the same time from the talks with the tourism professionals and the Russian visitors 
in Rimini it is visible that the last ones have usually very vague idea about wide and rich facili-
tes for tourism that the region has. Frequently their preliminary perception of Rimini is limited 
to a place with sea, good shopping, cuisine, and entertainment located not far away from such 
well-known historical cities as Venice, Florence, Rome. 
 
These facts are in the focus of the study – on the first hand to highlight the current structure 
ofцtheцholidays’цbehaviorцofцRussiansцinцRimini,цtheirцentertainmentцactivitiesцandцhabits;цonц
the other hand to understand their hidden potential – what Russians could do if they had suf-
ficient information and proposals from the local businesses.  
 
Getting such knowledge and its distribution allows making the area more attractive for the 
Russian tourists as it will maximize their positive surplus with forcing them to go in Rimini 
more frequently, to stay longer and spend more money there. On the other hand it contributes 
to the economy of the province and the region as the tourism industry with this knowledge 
can extend their business through its more openness and adaptation for the habits and needs 
of the Russian tourists. 
 
3 Study’sцcontributions 
 
3.1 Basic intentions 
 
The study has been originally arranged with the R&D unit of the Rimini campus of the Uni-
versity of Bologna (Alma Mater Studiorum) and the tourist companies that operate at the 
tourist market of Italy. Besides all performing it clearly initiated a cooperation with the organi-
sations that form Public Private Partnership (PPP) for Rimini as a tourist destination. 
 
Important notice is that the activities in question aren’t assumed to be strictly dedicated only 
to the Rimini province as Rimini is used frequently by Russians as a base or a start point for 
their visits over Italy so Rimini acts like a skeleton of ecosystem. This has happened due to 
such strategic advantage of Rimini as its International Federico Fellini airport that was mostly 
dedicated to the flights from Russia with the lowest price level comparing with Milan, Bologna 
or Rome. So for the Russian tourists it was a clear gate in Italy, theцcountry’sцshop-window. 
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However recently as it was mentioned the airport has been closed and the flights are redi-
rected to the airport of Ancona.  This closure is considered as a short break, not a shutdown 
and re-opening has been scheduled for January 2015 юthatцactuallyцhasn’tцhappenedя. The cur-
rent feeling is that there is no big effect from the closure however if re-opening will delay then 
it is evident that there will be some change in the tourist flow against Rimini.  
  
At the theoretical level the study contributes with the different rates to the following interna-
tional business management issues: consumer behaviour in tourism, especially consumer e-
behaviour in tourism, e-commerce, e-tourism, tourism destination marketing and manage-
ment, branding, technology and innovations, customer relation management, research meth-
ods for tourist markets. 
 
At the practical level the study is intended to the identification and analysis of the needs, both 
existed and potential of the Russian customers with their mapping to the tourism activities in 
the Rimini province - existed and those, which could be developed as a response to such 
needs. 
 
The accent of the study is to see the subjects not from the point of view of the classical ap-
proach but rather through the paradigm of e-tourism. In other words to look at using Internet 
by the tourists for forming their preferences and developing trips, making choices and devel-
oping activities on the one hand, and what solutions (predominately  e-solutions) and how can 
be provided by destinations for fulfilling such e-behaviour of the travellers on the other hand. 
 
Performing the study made a contribution to the work of the facultyц“TourismцEconomicsц
and Management”цof the University of Bologna (Rimini campus) as the faculty does numerous 
R&D researches over the tourism market, for instance, they investigate the ways of promotion 
the province not only as a destination for the beach holidays and shopping but also as an area 
for the art and cultural tourism due to its rich historical heritage. One of the recent projects 
was about investigating how the valley of the river Marecchia (Valmarecchia, 
www.lavalmarecchia.it) – a very interesting place with well preserved historical areas (castles, 
forts, medieval cities) and pictorial landscape could be promoted for the tourists arriving in 
Rimini. Though mainly the project was exploring the habits of Italians the study paid attention 
to the knowledge of the Russian tourists about Valmarecchia and their wishes to go there. 
 
3.2 Italian companies of the tourism sectors as main intended audience 
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But the main intended audience are the Italian companies of the tourism sector that are inter-
estedцinцtheцfurtherцdevelopmentцofцtheц“Russian”цsegmentцofцtheцmarket.цAt establishing the 
study there was an idea to get in touch with some Italian small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) for understanding the typical issues that the Italian tourism industry has in general and 
regarding Russians. After search and negotiations the cooperation has been established with 
Diverti Viaggi (www.divertiviaggi.it) and Inter Vitis (www.intervitis.it), which face two princi-
pal and in fact mutually complementary problems in the Italian tourism industry in the context 
of e-tourism and work with the tourists from Russia. They are Italian SMEs in tourism located 
to Rimini and Florence correspondingly. The companies are present at the market for a few 
years and with a successful story of the work at that time nowadays they have some threats for 
their business. The threats actually are common for the Italian tourism industry: 
 very high rate of competition at the market; 
 high tax pressure from the state for the tourism firms that makes the growth of small 
companies difficult (for instance prevents increasing the headcount); 
 missing the single government organization (Ministry or Agency) for the tourism de-
velopment as well as a clear state policy for the field; 
 increase of domination of the big firms in the industry that take the biggest part of the 
“pie”. 
 
Thus the small companies actively try to find new possibilities and niches for the growth at the 
same time with minimizing expenses. Above mentioned can be demonstrated on the sample 
of the reference companies. 
 
3.3 First model company 
 
Diverti Viaggi is an Internet-based enterprise that provides online-possibilities for its users to 
build their own customized tourist package that in general includes entertainment activities 
like visiting amusement parks, excursions, tours, and adventure trips combined with the rele-
vant (short) accommodation. At the time of its establishment in 2010 DivertiViaggi was a pio-
neer in Italy at providing e-solutions allowed customers to build their own holidays packages. 
At the beginning a package included booking hotels and purchasing tickets to the amusement 
parks in the region Emilia-Romagna. The intended audience were Italians. However with ap-
pearing competitors the company had to make some diversification for surviving. The limita-
tion of Italian audience was in unwillingness to book the package using credit cards (the origi-
nal option). Then other payment options have been added; also the company has tried to in-
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ternationalize its offer for targeting not only Italians but also the foreigner tourists. For in-
stance, for attracting Germans that are not so interested in the amusement parks but in the 
thematic excursions (cultural, historical, art ones) – the corresponding opportunities have been 
added. Other measures taken by the company were in searching a partnership with the 
amusement parks and merging with the competitors. 
 
Regarding the Russian tourists the history of the Diverti Viaggi activities was the following. 
The company tried to work with the customers from Russia but discovered a problem. The 
travel agencies were selling to the tourists the whole package (accommodation plus entertain-
ment), so it seemed that there was no window for the supplementary activities that the com-
pany could provide. The investments made at that time into attracting the touristsцdidn’tцresultц
in extra profit thus with having a stable revenue from the other segments of the market the 
company has decided to exclude the Russian tourists from the business scope of Diverti Viag-
gi.цButцasцitцwasцstatedцaboveцtheцeffectцofцRussians’цpresence was becoming more and more 
crucial for the sector and the overall economics in the province of Rimini due to bringing the 
considerable financial flows. So the company was losing the potential additional revenues. 
Nevertheless Diverti Viaggi didn’tцmakeцattemptsцtoцmakeцanцinvestigation how it can adapt its 
business to the specificity of this segment. The reasons were a language barrier, lacking the 
experience in work with Russians, and the opinion that the company cannot suggest them 
suitable products.  
 
However the rough analysis shows that the company made some mistakes in its evaluations.  
First, the specificity of Rimini area assumes mass generic tourism product as an accommoda-
tion in the seaside hotels for 1-2 weeks. For the summer season a part of time, of course, is 
spent for beach activities though  it is difficult to imagine that Russians will go in Italy only for 
beach holidays especially as a big percent of them arrives outside of the bathing season. Thus 
they have free time that can be spent for some activities as far as they can be easily found (but 
there is, for instance, language barrier). Second, with improving tourist experience of Russians 
they prefer more and more to buy only basic tourism packages from the agencies and then by 
extra services locally. Third, besides the situation when the entire time of stay belongs to Ri-
mini the tours where Rimini is only the start/end point are popular; such tours are usually 
organized by the Russian travel agencies and very standard but at the same time hard (like 6 
cities for 7 days) so some attractive alternative from the local business could be in demand. 
And finally, the number of Russians that travel independently and build their tours on their 
own grows rapidly. But all these considerations remained out of scope of  Diverti Viaggi. 
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3.4 Second model company 
 
 In comparison with the first company the second one – InterVitis since the beginning was 
oriented to work with the Russian tourists as it has been established by the emigrants from ex-
USSR (so there were no language and culture barriers). The enterprise operates as a classic 
offline tour operator that offers to other tour operators and travel agencies in Russia the addi-
tional tourism activities like city sightseeing tours, thematic excursions (for instance, gastro-
nomic tour, wine tour, etc.), and so on. To a considerable extent the company is specialized on 
work with VIP-tourists that are supplied through private channels from Russia. The private 
relations with the Russian travel agencies and tour operators also is the main way of acting for 
InterVitisцsoцitцdoesn’tцassumeцdirect relations with the Russian tourists and active search of 
new partners at the Russian outbound tourism market or attracting Russians that already travel 
in Italy. 
 
However nowadays due to the growing competition (for instance, VIP-services are successful-
ly provided by many other companies, necessity of private relations for that is decreasing; the 
willingness of the Russian tourists to buy supplementary activities in advance before the trip 
also diminishes) the company thinks about its repositioning at the market with going to the 
following directions: 
 to work not only with Russian tour operators / travel agencies but also directly with 
the Russian end-customers; 
 to provide the flexible solutions for composing different types of tourist packages 
basing on request; 
 to develop the most attractive activities for the Russian tourists, try to find something 
unique / exclusive; 
 to systemize  its offers through developing an e-catalogue of available standard tour-
ism products (activities) ; 
 to be highly available online, provide all their offers in Internet with the possibilities 
to make reservations and online purchases, in other words to move to e-tourism. 
 to cooperate with other tourism companies in creating the complex tourism products. 
 
3.5 Business contribution of the study 
 
Summarizing the cases of these companies we can define the typical problems of the Italian 
tourism business in the researched context like the struggle of opposite things – one group of 
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the companies has an experience in e-tourism and provides e-solutions in the fieldцbutцdoesn’tц
know how to work with Russians. Another group of the companies knows well the last thing 
but they are dummies in e-tourism following the classical approach. Of course, there is also a 
set of companies that have both issues. 
 
Interaction with the reference companies and preliminary investigation of the Italian tourism 
market connected with the corresponding sector of the Russian outbound tourism defined the 
final practical output of the study. Originally considered as a research sponsored by some Ital-
ian companies in the tourism sector for the study has been converted into kind of R&D works 
for creating own business dedicated to the needs of the Russian tourists in Italy. 
 
As a result the newцcompanyц“Italyцforцyou”цюwww.italiaforyou.ru) has been created in the 
field of e-tourism. The company mission is formulated in favour of brining benefits to both 
the Russian tourists arriving in Italy (especially in the Rimini province) and the Italian tourism 
companies that work with them and is: 
 to provide for the Russian tourists a set of e-solutions that could be used for creating 
their own tours in Italy in independent manner as well as the consultancy services for 
that; 
 to help the Italian tourism companies in developing e-solutions that could be in de-
mand or develop such solutions for them. 
 
More practically the projected facilities are: 
 to provide necessary practical information about Rimini and the Rimini province for 
the tourists; 
 to provide general practical information about Italy for foreigners; 
 to provide virtual tours for the different places and areas of interest with the different 
specialization; 
 to provide solutions for online booking accommodation, tickets, tables in restaurants 
and so on; 
 to provide travel consulting service for building custom trips by the tourists and creat-
ing such trips for them by request; 
 to provide space, services and support for e-solutions of the Italian tourism companies 
that could be utilized by the Russian tourists; 
 to help in customization of e-solutions of the Italian tourism companies for the needs 
of the Russian tourists; 
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 to help in their development the e-solutions in question; 
 to provide consultancy services for the Italian tourism companies about the best ways 
of working with the Russian tourists; 
 to provide square for post-travel sharing opinions and experiences. 
 
Such targets have accented the topics for the research as:  
 
 to investigate the interests and habits of the Russian tourists arriving in Rimini; 
 to develop the ideas about the experiences that could be offered to the Russian tour-
ists following their interests and habits (both explicit and potential); 
 to analyze the weak points of the Italian tourism infrastructure from the point of view 
of Russians and to find the ways for their overcoming; 
 to investigate consumer e-behaviour of the Russian tourists and the level of their in-
volving into e-tourism; 
 to define the demand of Russians for types and features of e-services needed for per-
forming their tours in the best way; 
 to investigate the optimal ways of applying e-solutions to the needs of the Russian 
tourists; 
 to analyze how available e-solutions of the Italian companies can be adapted for the 
habits and way of thinking of Russians. 
 
4 Literature review 
 
4.1 Consumers’цbehaviorцinцtourism 
 
At the beginning weцcanцlookцtoцtheцconceptsцofцtheцconsumers’цbehaviorцinцtourismцandцthinkц
how they can be used in the study. 
 
First of all, it should be mentioned that there are different types of tourism. Swarbrooke and 
Horner (2007, 28) give such classification: 
 visiting friends and relatives 
 business tourism 
 religious tourism 
 health tourism 
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 social tourism 
 educational tourism 
 cultural tourism 
 scenic tourism 
 hedonistic tourism 
 activity tourism 
 special interest tourism. 
 
Of course, it is only one of the possible classifications and also it is a bit academic as in prac-
tice it is possible to have a mix of types for particular trips. However, following this model we 
can mark the types that are touched in the study. First, if to be exact, visiting friends and rela-
tives, business and educational trips not considered in Russia as tourism as such so they are 
out of scope of the study (also their weight in the Russian tourists flow in Rimini is very 
small). Religious and social types should be excluded as the traditional religion in Russia is 
different and social one is applicable only to the internal tourism.  Thus we have in the list 
only health, cultural, scenic, hedonistic, activity, and special interest tourism. On the other 
hand identifying the purposes of the visits was one of the tasks for the study.  
 
Investigating of tourist behavior requires having some model for it. There are many models of 
the consumer behavior in tourism; some of them were inherited from the generic models for 
consumer behavior and then adapted for tourism, others – developed directly for the tourist 
product with taking into account all its specificity. This specificity is described by Swarbrooke 
and Horner (2007, 51) as: 
 
1. complexity based on having both tangible and intangible elements and different ranges 
and components/layers; 
2. the tourist buys an overall experience rather than a clearly defined product; 
3. the tourist is part of the production process – in other words their attitudes, mood, 
and expectations affect their evaluation along with the quality of the services provided 
for them by the industry. 
 
Thus it can be concluded that the consumer behavior in tourism is a difficult and varied phe-
nomena modeling of which should take into account many factors. However more complicat-
ed and academic model is less practical for the applied research as well as can be far away 
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from reality (wrong assumption in defining a dependency between elements can force a dom-
ino effect in the mistakes). 
 
For avoiding such difficulties a simple linear model of the tourist behavior (Swarbrooke & 
Horner 2007, 46) has been taken into the usage: 
Travel desire -> Information collection -> Travel decision(s) -> Travel preparation -> Travel 
experience -> Travel evaluation. 
 
Returning to the mentioned statements about the complexity it can be said that the second 
item aboutцbuyingц“theцoverallцexperience” has something in common with the theory of ex-
perience economy. The idea of that economy (the next generation after the service economy) 
is in offering to the customers not products or services but rather experiences; public and pri-
vateцsectorsцperformцtheцactivitiesцthatцsatisfyцtheцcustomers’цneedsцinцexperience.ц(Sundbo & 
Sorensen 2013, 1). As tourism is always about getting experience then using this concept in 
tourism development is very prospective. Further we will pay special attention to the expecta-
tions of the Russian tourists for what they can feel and receive in Rimini and what experiences 
can be offered them by the local tourism industry. 
 
The next thing that is important for study is motivation - what forces a person to select a par-
ticular destination (country, region, city), activities there and so on. Swarbrooke and Horner 
(2007, 225) state that there are no widely recognized ways for categorizing the tourist motives 
but give a sample of rough classification as: 
 
Table 7.  Tourist motives. 
Category of motivators Samples 
Cultural sightseeing, experience new cultures 
Physical relaxation, exercise and health 
Emotional nostalgia, adventure 
Personal visiting friends and relatives, making new 
friends 
Personal development increasing knowledge, learning a new skill 
Status exclusivity, fashionability 
 
As usually there is a temptation to link motivation with market segmentation - in other words 
with the big groups of consumers differentiated by gender, social position, age, income level 
and other criteria. However it is evident that motivation is a highly personal factor, so motiva-
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tion for two persons from the same market segment can be absolutely different. Especially 
should be noticed that for the different time periods due to the current mood, external factors 
etc. motivators for the same individual can vary significantly.  
 
The made statement about the very complex nature of motivation doesn’tцmeanцthatцit 
shouldn’tцbeцaцsubjectцofцanalysisцюactuallyцitцisцonlyцaцwarningцforцaccuracyя; on the contrary 
studying the motivators is very important for understanding in which aspects a particular des-
tination and activities are attractive and in which ones – not. The selection of a destination 
basing on its compliance with motivators is probably one of main grounds for making deci-
sions by tourists.  
 
 Thinking on motivation is important and from the point of view of non-realized motivations. 
For instance, a destination has some facility that could motivate some category of tourists for 
visiting but there is no available information about it. On the other hand destination can do 
not have opportunities for attracting the people with some motivation but can make efforts 
for developing them. 
 
At the end of the discussion about motivators should be mentioned that they do not come 
alone but usually there are many motivators with their own weights affected to the decision. 
 
Other interesting thing for describing the tourist behavior is its typology. By nature it is in-
tended for deeper understanding the behavior and its modeling, and correspondingly for per-
forming the market segmentation. However as for motivators also there is no a single ap-
proach for classifying the tourist typology. In addition the different classifications use the dif-
ferent principles. The classification by Cohen (Swarbrooke & Horner 2007, 84) suggests four 
categories: 
1. the organized mass tourist – buys a full package and travels in group; 
2. the individual mass tourist – buys a partial package so has a freedom for local options, 
still usually belongs to group; 
3. explorer – makes arrangements on its own, travels individually; 
4. drifter – downshifter from the current point of view, becomes a part of a local com-
munity. 
First three categories are applicable to the Russian tourists traveling in Rimini. However 
downshifting that appeared in Russia probably is out of scope in the case of Italy due to its 
high living cost, residence restrictions and so on. 
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Perreault, Dorden and Dorden (Swarbrooke & Horner 2007, 86) split tourists in 5 categories: 
1. Budget travelers - interested in low-cost vacations; 
2. Adventurous tourists - interested in adventurous holidays; 
3. Homebody tourists – take holidays as a routine, spend little for planning them;  
4. Vacationers – spend a lot of time for planning vacations; 
5. Moderates – have willingness for travel but not interested in weekend breaks or sports 
 
Also there are classifications based on destinations, used activities, relations with tourism in-
dustry and so on. As criteria are so different then there is always a criticism against one or 
other methodology. Nevertheless defining a set of standard typologies for a particular destina-
tion is important as it helps, for instance, to entrepreneurs in tourism in developing their busi-
ness strategies for working with the tourists.  
 
4.2 Consumers’цbehaviorцofцRussianцtourists 
 
One of the biggest contributions into the variety and diversification of consumer behavior in 
tourism give national and geographical differentiations. National one means that the different 
nationalities have different behavioral patterns, kind of own specific nationalц“way of think-
ing”;цgeographicalцoneцoperatesцwithцtheцdifferences based rather on location.  
 
There is a standard question regarding the Russian tourists abroad – do they have specific 
consumer behavior comparing with others? The answer is – of course, as well as all the na-
tionalities have it. But in case of Russians besides all should be taken into account the strong 
influence of the modern Russian history – the period of Soviet Union with domination of the 
communist ideology, closeness of the external world, deficit of goods and services; the period 
ofц“wildцcapitalism”цwithцthe only incentive for unlimited consumption, chaotic freedom and 
removed barriers for traveling abroad; the recent time of stabilization and economical growth 
when the big number of people have got sufficient income for outbound trips. At the same 
time it can be noticed that due to globalization, the national differences become less signifi-
cant. This fact is applicable and to Russians, especially it is visible for the frequent travelers. 
 
The researches of consumer behavior of Russians started to be conducted actively in the last 
years thanks to the demand from the western companies operated in Russia and dast devel-
opment of the economical sciences. Though the reports give us an overall picture of the style 
of consuming in Russia such general view provides good tips about possible projections for 
tourism. 
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Awara Group (2013, 7) describes 7 types of consumers in Russia: 
 
 Innovators (13%) – have high consumption potential, focus on novelty, enjoy life (en-
tertainment), travel in search of new sensations and adventures, social status is an im-
portant factor; 
 Achieved (14%) – have high consumption potential, focus on reliability, product quali-
ty and health care, continue using traditional quality products and do not pursue nov-
elty, like to find the best deals; discounts are an important factor, avoid risks in their 
life;  
 Stable (17%) – have consumption potential slightly above the average, traditional con-
sumer behavior, focus on reliability, product quality, but choose cheaper options, not 
interested in novelties as such, started to stick to a strict purchase plan and leisure ac-
tivities to maintain usual quality of life; 
 Spontaneous (12%) – have average consumption potential and no any pronounced 
consumer preferences, consumer behavior is spontaneous and impulsive; the most 
important factor is time, prefer active leisure, still take into account special offers, ad-
vertising; 
 Upwardly Oriented (18%) – have low consumption potential, focus on more prestig-
ious consumption, prestige is more important than reliability and product quality, in-
come above the average, the age is around 30 years old, single – self-reliant people 
confident in themselves and the future, reasonably involved in leisure activities, like 
purchase online, as Spontaneous not ready to spend a lot of time for shopping; 
 Traditionalists (19%) – have low consumption potential and focus on traditional val-
ues, still choose traditional, established products, purchasingцinц“Soviet”цretailцstruc-
tures and discount stores, moderate leisure involvement, cheap hobby, usually pen-
sioners and people with low-income. 
 Remaining 7% belong to the needy population with lowest level of living and oriented 
to purchasing most inexpensive products. 
 
Some other useful observations from the report (that actually are not the report’s discoveries 
as such but summarize and reflect well-known facts): 
 the consumption level is significantly greater in big cities (with the domination of St-
Petersburg and especially Moscow due to incomes much higher than average one); 
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 there is a sharp rise in income for the recent years (especially in the big cities, but 
quality of living also grows fast in the rural areas); 
 the education level and information awareness of population is very high that results, 
for instance, in skeptical attitude towards the advertisements, new brands, etc.; 
 volume of traveling abroad is significant and grows year-to-year, expenses during the 
outbound trips are high; 
 using the modern digital technologies in everyday life – surfing information in Inter-
net, online shopping, social networks grows fast and not only in the big cities but also 
in the rural areas. 
 
Data about the consumer behavior of Russians in tourism are much less available for both 
inbound and outbound trips; for the first ones due to the historical tradition of traveling on its 
own without involving the tourist industry; for the second ones due to the natural obstacles 
for researching the behavior of Russians when they are outside of the country. However insuf-
ficient local analytics is compensated by the researches from the countries of destinations.  
 
Probably in the best way the phenomena has been studied in Finland as the country is the 
biggest destination for Russians due to the geographical closeness and the long history of cul-
tural, trade and people connections. For comparison, at the first half of 2014 along with the 
state statistics of Russia (Russian Federal Agency for Tourism 2014b) the number of trips in 
Finland from Russia was 2,451,808; however the number of tourist trips is marked only as 
185,609. But should be taken into account that this statistics counts as tourist trips only those 
ones, which have been organized through the industry, for instance when a person travels on 
its own such trip is considered as a private one. 
 
Due to the important role of the Russian tourism for the Finnish economy it is a popular  
topic for thesis works in degree programs in the educational institutions in Finland. 
 
Eila Potapova (2012, 25) finds that the main reason for Russians to visit Finland is shopping 
as they value the quality of the goods in the Finnish shops. The advantage for visiting is close-
ness Finland to the second biggest Russian city – St-Petersburg from where about half of the 
visitors comes: it takes for them only a few hours for reaching the capital area so the tourists 
can make purchases and return back on the same day. Another reason for visits – to relax  
during vacations – the tourists specially like the cleanness, safety and high quality of the ser-
vices in Finland. Nevertheless for many Russian tourists Finland looks like enough bored 
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country as they would prefer having more activities and entertainment. On the other hand the 
persons that seek tranquility and silence for their summer or winter vacation in the country-
side cottages appreciate such environment.  
 
Finland is a good sample of a destination-affected consumer behavior. In other words, the 
destination attracts in the first place those tourists, which specific needs it fulfills. However 
here it is good to mention two things: first, a destination can have the required facilities but 
they can be hidden from the tourists due to missing information; second, a destination can 
develop the missing facilities. 
 
4.3 E-tourism 
 
Another strong effect to consumer behavior in tourism comes from digitization – total pene-
tration the digital technologies into the daily life. The success of digitalization was due to the 
different factors, one of the main was the appearance of Web 2.0 technologies with their prac-
tical applications as blogs, communication tools, social networks, social media and so on. 
Along with digitization classical business has spread in Internet with getting new forms and 
contents. As a result we have changes and on the level of terminology: the old terms get the 
prefix e- and we have e-business, e-commerce, e-marketing, e-tourism etc. And actually  
e-tourism, i.e. a kind of projection of digitization in tourism is a paradigm that is used as one 
of key aspects in the study. 
 
Buhalis (2003, 76-78) defines e-tourism as application of information technologies on tourism 
that includes all the functions of the industry as e-commerce, e-marketing, e-finance, e-
production, e-planning and e-management. So actually e-tourism is a phenomenon that covers 
all the aspects and functional blocks of tourism. Sometimes under the term of e-tourism is 
considered only availability and usage of online services for end-customers and other compa-
nies (B2C and B2B) though such services are only a visible part of iceberg. However due to 
the limited scope this study pays attention mostly to that part of e-tourism that is visible for its 
end-customers, i.e. tourists. Nevertheless these services are considered from both sides: the 
side of service-providers from the industry and the side of consumers.  
 
For tourists wide availability of online services can be used for preparation trip, during trip, 
and after trip. Here ideally we can see a threat for the classical position of the travel agencies – 
as all the required services for the tourists are available online then their role as mediators is 
compromised and requires re-thinking. However in practice there are many obstacles that 
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support old-fashioned style – the required online services are missing, information is absent, 
there is the language problem, and so on. But the trend is concluded in diminution of such 
obstacles so the number of tourists that goes for using online services grows fast. 
 
As far as consumers more and more buy products and services online then nowadays re-
searchers and analysts talk about online consumer behavior or e-behavior. Applying e-
behavior on tourism we have consumer e-behavior in tourism scope. Because significant part 
of accessing Internet nowadays goes using through the modern generation of mobile phones – 
smartphones, then there is now the term of m-behavior. However the limitation of this study 
is that the differentiation between e-behavior and m-behaviorцisn’tцconsidered.ц 
 
The ideal scenario is - first, tourist keeping in mind the destinations-candidates (preliminary 
selected by advices from friends, relative,цcolleagues,цbyцpersonalцviews,цchildhood’sцdream,ц
social trends, and so on) surfs in Internet information about political and economical condi-
tions, prices, weather, available activities, entertainment; then makes final choice. After that it 
finds a travel agency (again through online search of information and feedbacks) and through 
its site chooses/composes a package and pays for it. Or alternatively without travel agency 
books tickets and hotels on his/her own. During the trip he/she buys online tickets for the 
local transportation, museums, exhibition, amusement parks etc., selects online menu for res-
taurant and reserves a table, orders taxi and so on. After return the tourist shares in social 
networks and specialized forums (like Tripadvisor, reviews on booking.com etc.) opinion and 
recommendations about places, services, and facilities. In practice, of course, some things 
from the ideal scenario could be performed offline basing on the concrete situation and com-
mon sense. 
 
Probably most interesting thing in e-behavior – where and how in Internet tourists search 
information because this effects strongly to their choices. Also as many sources of infor-
mation usually are found as a result of search then it is important to know how the tourists 
select the relevant sources, in other words how buying decisions are done and how they can 
be supported by companies. 
 
Another question is how social networks affect to e-behavior of tourists as they unite the big-
gest number of Internet users. In Russia nowadays about two thirds of all the households use 
Internet, also about two thirds of Internet users have account in social networks (should be 
noticed that the local Russian social networks in 3-4 time more popular than international 
ones like Facebook and Twitter) – so the absolute effect of influence can be high through the 
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fact of mass audience. But the question is about the influence output – is it positive, negative 
or neutral? Chaffey and Ellis-Chadwick (2012, 20) bring the curious data of research regarding 
Korea (2009) with such statistics: for light users (48% of the network) there is no influence 
from the network, for moderate users (40%) there is influence in +5%, and for heavy users 
(12%) there is a drop in 14% - soцmostц“experienced”цusersцmakeцdecision in opposite to the 
mass opinion. On the wave of popularity of social networks many companies opened their 
representatives there (in the format, for instance, pages in Facebook) but then the initial eu-
phoria regarding the generic social networks changed to questioning how this it is effective 
from point of view of business, for instance, what is the Return on Investments (ROI). For 
many companies the level of ROI was lower their expectations.  
 
Returning to e-Tourism we can logically split it in big blocks (Buhalis 2003, 192) 
 eTour operators; 
 eTravel agencies; 
 eAirlines; 
 eHospitality; 
 eDestinations. 
 
Probably in this classification such set is missing that could be called something like eTourist 
community – after return from a trip tourist wants to share its opinion and recommendations 
for others on the specialized forums or travel sites or in social networks. And important fact is 
that eTourist community is used by tourists not only at the post-trip phase but in the first turn 
as the pre-trip phase as a source of information for buyer decisions. 
 
The meaning of other blocks is clear. Let’s give some comments from point of view of e-
customer. If a touristцdoesn’tцwantцtoцbuildцaцtourцonцhis/herцownцthenцitцsearchesцinцInternetц
eTour operator or eTravel agency that represent online their offers and allow to customize 
and order the tour (the classic difference between tour operator and travel agency when the 
first wholesales the tourism products to the second and then the travel agency retails it be-
comes more and more less nowadays especially when using online services - tour operators do 
a lot of sales directly to the end-customers). If the touristцdoesn’tцbuyцtheцpackageцfrom a 
company then he/she needs eAirlines for buying e-tickets for flights. Though plane is most 
feasible way for traveling from Russia in Italy however inside Italy the most popular meaning 
of transport is train so we could talk also about eTrains. Other need for the tourist is booking 
accommodation so he/she goes to eHospitality that means presence of hotels in Internet with 
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online reservations as well as usage of such reservation systems like Booking.com, HRS and so 
on. Finally at processing information, making decisions and again processing information, the 
tourist uses eDestinations that represent virtually pre-selected or selected destinations. eDesti-
nations mean also availability of e-services locally so they could be utilized by tourist at the 
phase of trip. 
 
The term of e-Tourism (or e-Travel) has been started to be used in the Russian tourism indus-
try at the last few years but more frequently regarding online purchasing the tourism-related 
products like tickets, hotel bookings and so on. But on the academic level there is and classical 
understanding of e-tourism. Balandin and Laizane (2013, 1-2) in the project of developing 
modern tourism in the Russian Karelia (Republic of Karelia) include into e-tourism also  
available online information about destinations for making tourist choice, real-time local ser-
vices (i.e. up-to-date local sites) and available mobile applications for destinations, virtual 
communities for sharing post-travel experience (however online purchase here are excluded). 
 
Regarding the online purchases (not only for the tourism but in general) we see their boom in 
Russia for the last 3 years due to high penetration of Internet and fast digitization of life (es-
pecially in the regions of Moscow and St-Petersburg) when many public and private services 
are available online, high rate of usage of smartphones with availability and low price of mo-
bile Internet, sharp increase in number of the users with credit cards (due to the fast growth of 
the middle-class).   
 
The recent report of the Russian research company Data Insight (2014, 3-17) gives the follow-
ing highlights regarding the online purchases for tourism: 
 there is growth in e-Travel market (inbound + outbound) between 2012 and 2013 
from 170 to 235 bill. roubles, i.e. for ~40%; for 2014 the estimation of the market 
volume is 330 bill. roubles (the estimation is done before the sharp fall of rouble in 
Sep-Dec 2014 for ~40% regarding USD and euro so is questionable now); 
 the main contribution in such jump is growing experience of Internet users, not Inter-
net penetration (it was only 7%); 
 Russian prefer to make savings on not buying new cars and home technique but do 
not refuse from traveling for leisure and entertainment; 
 there is rather stagnation than drop for outbound tourism (for all the destinations); 
however remember that for EU there is a drop in 9%; 
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 there is a sharp decrease in buying tour packages but growing purchases of e-tickets 
and hotel bookings; 
  there is growth in Internet visists in 2013 – 2014: for hotels reservations systems +65, 
online-booking flights +45, sites of online travel agencies (OTA) +5%; 
 growth of demand for individual tours and travel consulting. 
 
As a conclusion regarding e-Tourism n Russia it can be said that it grows very fast (though we 
should wait some effect of the recent economical circumstances), and there is trend to use less 
the services ofцtravelцagenciesцandцmoreцorganizeцtripsцonцone’sцown. 
 
4.4 Rimini on Russian social networks 
 
There are many social networks (SN) in the Russian segment of Internet, both general and 
professional,цbothцinternationalцandц“pure”цRussianцones.цMostцpopularцgeneral SN are: Face-
book, VKontakte (www.vk.com) and Ondnoklassniki (www.odnoklassniki.ru). However Fa-
cebook is much less used than VKontakte and Ondnoklassniki, which are Russian original 
(though VKontakte is very similar to Facebook) and now also widely distributed over ex-
USSR.цLet’sцlookцhowцtheцRiminiцthemeцisцrepresentedцinцtheцgeneralцSN.ц 
 
First,цthereцisцzeroцcommunityцinцFacebook,цinцotherцwordsцthereцareцnoц“Russian”цgroupsц
dedicated to Rimini. 
 
Odnoklassniki has two groups – one of them is “VacationsцinцRimini”цю«ǛǿǱȈȂ ǯ ǝǵǹǵǺǵ»). 
It has been created in 2012 but since that time has only 3 posts and 35 participants. Another 
group is “Vacations inцRimini”ц(“ǛǿǱȈȂцǯцИǿǭǸǵǵ”яцwith many topics linked with Rimini. 
The group has all together 75 posts, and 537 participants. In 2014 twenty records have been 
posted but mostly they are commercial. There is a couple of records from the above men-
tioned Bravo Service Company – a Russian travel agency a Rimini. But if to go to its page in 
Odnoklassniki we can see the low level of presence – the latest record is from May 2014.  
 
VKontakte has a few groups but only one is really alive. It has 439 participants, 237 posts and 
4цforums.цTheцpostsцareцinцtheцcategories:ц“question-answer”,цannouncements,цcommercialц
offers from companies and individuals, requests for contacts and meetings in Rimini, posts 
with custom videos; emotional feedbacks, sometimes links to useful information. 
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Thusцasцaцconclusionцitцcanцbeцsaidцthatцtheц“Riminiцcommunity”цinцtheцRussianцgeneralцsocial 
networks has limited audience and utilization and this is along with the results of survey, 
which shows that the Russian tourists in Rimini insignificantly use such networks in relations 
with their trips (though mostly all have account there). 
 
In contradiction, the activity in the networks, portals and forums specialized on tourism is 
much higher. The list of some Russian popular Internet resources dedicated to tourism: 
 www.tripadvisor.ru  (actually a Russian section of www.tripadvisor.com); 
 www.votpusk.ru; 
 www.otzyv.ru; 
 www.tury.ru; 
 www.turizm.ru; 
 www.svali.ru. 
 
Skipping Tripadvisor.ru that has the standard Tripadvisor organization the other sites have in 
general:  
 basic information about cities, hotels, services, point of interests, tourist companies 
etc.; 
 tourists’цreportsцthat are very weakly structured but in general can be grouped as: 
 feedbacks about travel agencies and tour operators; 
 feedbacks about tours and excursions; 
 feedbacks about hotels; 
 feedbacks about visited cities and areas; 
 personal stories, experience and advices. 
 
Thus such sites are considered as useful and practical sources of information and also as plac-
es where tourists can put their positive or negative feedbacks for the trips or share the experi-
ence and leave recommendations. 
 
5 Empirical research 
 
5.1 Research methodology  
 
Tourism is a very complex social phenomenon that includes numerous interactions between 
individuals, public and private organisations and enterprises. Thus the tourism knowledge 
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probably has much more intangible nature than tangible and this fact strongly effects to select-
ing the relevant research methodology etc. The direction of selection is also defined by the 
specificityцofцtheцworkцorientedцtoцanalysisцofцtheцcustomers’цpreferencesцnotцsoцmuchцexistedц
as potential and prospective. 
 
At choosing induction, deduction or mixed approaches the combined approach is selected but 
with the predominance of deduction. The suggested way is concluded in using preliminary 
data (like tourist statistics, discussions with the interested parties, articles and information in 
tourist portals and social networks) for defining the directions for the research (induction) and 
then basing on the results and finding to introduce a theory (deduction). Using induction at 
the first stage also can help in clarifying the epistemological issue: there are many stakeholders 
with evidently own particular point of views to the research phenomena – what the concepts 
and ideas are that can be accepted.  
 
As the empirical part is based on conducting survey over some representative number of the 
Russian tourists in Rimini then the study uses quantitative research methods. 
 
As the preferred strategy the technique of Case study is selected.  Action research is out of 
scope as it assumes continuous work in/with permanent team but the interaction with the 
tourists in the scope of the study has a snapshot nature. 
 
5.2 Data collection process 
  
At the first stage the study collects the existed data (secondary data): 
 
 existed statistics for the visits of foreign tourists (including the Russian ones) in the 
Rimini province, the region of Emilia-Romagna and the whole Italy; 
 the research and review materials about the foreign and Russian tourists having their 
holidays in the Rimini province; 
 the research and review materials about the Russian tourists for the whole Italy and 
other regions; 
 the opinions and knowledge of the local tourism professionals - Tourism Office, own-
ers of tourism businesses (like proprietors of hotels), representatives of public and 
public-private organizations etc. 
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 information about available tourist products (companies, services, activities) in the area 
as well as for region and the whole Italy; 
 the opinions and feedbacks of the Russian users in the general social networks about 
their Italian experience and/or wishes and plans regarding Italy; 
 the opinions and feedbacks of the Russian users of the specialized (on tourism) social 
networks like Tripadvisor, tourism portals etc. 
 the Russian travel agencies opinions about the preferable entertainment activities for 
the Russian tourists. 
 
At the second stage theцstudyцcollectsцtheцRussianцtourists’цresponsesцaboutцtheirцtripsцinцIta-
ly/Rimini through the conducted interviews (based on questionnaire) as the primary data. 
 
The following sources have been used for the research: 
 statistics from the Italian organizations; 
 Russian tourism Internet-forums and portals. 
 Internet sites of the Russian and Italian travel agencies (that work with Russian tour-
ists); 
 Italian tourism magazines; 
 articles in the Italian media; 
 Russian tourism magazines; 
 books regarding tourism destinations management and marketing, e-commerce appli-
cation for tourism, Web management for tourism, analysis of tourist behavior and 
preferences, research methods in tourism; 
 Russian tourists in the Rimini area. 
 
Getting the statistical and the structural information about Russian tourists in the area was 
done through interaction with the Department of Statistics and the Tourism Office of the 
province as well as from other relevant parties from the Public Private Partnership for tour-
ism. 
 
Getting the information from the travel agencies has been performed through interviews and 
the actual information (offers) available at their sites. However for the travel agencies two 
notices are valid. First, they consider information that they have as commercial so its disclos-
ingцisn’tцdesirable. This is more applicable to the local travel agencies in the Rimini area that 
are involved into providing the services for tourists. For the travel agencies in Russia the col-
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laboration is easier as they are interested in developing the activities (searching local providers 
etc.) that they do not have to the moment for obtaining a competitive advantage. Second, the 
opinion of the travel agencies more represent the activities that they would like to sell to the 
tourists than the ones that the tourists really would like to buy/have. 
 
GettingцtheцgenericцinformationцaboutцtheцRussianцtourists’цpreferencesцhas been performed 
through discussions with the stakeholders of the tourism business in Rimini and through anal-
ysis of discussions at the specialized forums, i.e. through netnography research.  
 
Getting the information from the Russian tourists arriving in Rimini has been performed 
through conducting survey in the form of interviews at the places of their availability (e.g. at 
the arrival / departure, i.e. in the Fellini international airport, in hotels, on the streets etc.)  
 
5.3 Reliability and validity of the study 
 
Regarding the issues of reliability and validity. 
 
Under reliability we understand how much objectively the used research methods and collect-
ed data represent the real phenomenon. In other words can be the same results obtained in 
the different organizations, different research populations, by the different observers. Under 
validity we understand how correctly the received data were analyzed and interpreted by a 
particular researcher (for instance, by the author of this study) without logical errors, incorrect 
conclusions etc.  
 
For achieving the reasonable level of reliability and validity the study suggests a few measures. 
First of all, it is assumed that the expected results should be enough generic. For instance, we 
could have a questionable reliability with performing action research in only one organization 
as the results can be different for another one. For preventing such collision the study as-
sumes interaction on the base of random access with the different groups of the Russian tour-
istsцю“differentцorganizations”яцformedцbyцtheцdifferentцcriteria,цwithцtheцdifferent tour pro-
grams etc.  
 
The reasonable level of reliability expected to be reached through interaction with enough 
representative number of the respondents and also at the different periods of time (different 
seasons etc.) 
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Special attention should be paid to reliability and validity in the netnographic research where, 
as we know, the credibility of opinions, comments and conclusions can be problematic.  
 
The reasonable level of validity is expected to be reached through the close interaction with 
the stakeholders (representatives of public and private organizations for tourism in the area, 
tourism professionals, travel agencies etc.) during the whole path of the study through discuss-
ing ideas, directions and findings. 
 
6 Results 
 
6.1 Survey organization 
 
Originally it was planned to conduct survey in Federico Fellini International Airport of Rimini 
/San Marino at the time near the return flights in Russia. The airport is situated within Rimini 
itself (actually on the border with the next city to the south – Riccione) so easy accessible. 
However some obstacles have been found those resulted in changing the places for interview-
ing the Russian tourists.  
 
First, the majority of flights in Russia has been scheduled in early morning (as out of high sea-
son they are mostly charters) so for such departures the tourists were sleeping and had low 
willingness for answering questions; thus the midday and evening departures remained for 
effective work. Second, even for the midday and evening departures there were difficulties as 
a) the tourists were tired after their tours, b) it was visible that the intervieweesцdidn’tцfeelц
themselves enough comfortable along with other people that heard their answers. Third, there 
was a limited time when the tourists were available.  
  
Thus the environment for conducting the survey has been changed. Such places have been 
selected (basing on observations) where the tourists could answer the questionnaire being 
relaxed with having time for that: 
1. Rimini downtown (historical center) as it is a typicalцplaceцforцtourists’цwalkingцandц
sightseeing as well as for shopping (the majority of boutique and outlets is concentrat-
ed there). 
2. The Amerigo Vespucci street (Viale Amerigo Vespucci) as the main hotels where the 
Russian tourists stay located to this street (next to seafront in the central resort/beach 
area of Rimini – Marina Centro). 
3. The beaches during the bathing season (in June and September). 
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The survey has been based on the questionnaire in Russian. It is included in the report as At-
tachment 1. Its translation in English can be found in the Attachment 2. 
 
For easy acceptance of interviews the questions that normally fit two pages have been put to a 
single paper in the formatцofцA4цforцmarkingцthatцtheцinterviewцshouldn’tцtakeцtooцlongцtime.ц
Answering to the questions without any additional comments was taking about 20 minutes. In 
some cases the discussions continued 30-40 minutes when the interviewees had willingness to 
share their opinions and impressions about their vacations in Rimini / Italy; to give feedbacks 
about the services (travel agencies, hotels, food etc), tourist infrastructure; to explain the rea-
sons why they selected one or other activity; to discuss about the opportunities, whcih the 
province of Rimini / the region Emilia-Romagna can provide and so on. 
 
6.2 Survey results 
 
The survey has been conducted in a few parts for two seasons: 
 2 weeks in June (middle season / bathing season); 
 2 weeks in September (middle season / bathing season); 
 2 weeks in October (low season); 
 1 week in November (low season). 
 
All together 232 people have been interviewed: 
- during the middle season (MS): 148 
 June – 68 
 September  –  80 
- during the low season (LS): 84 
 October – 61 
 November – 23 
 
The survey has being conducted in the selected places (Chapter 6.1) but also any spontaneous 
possibilities have been used in other areas at meeting the corresponding opportunities (poten-
tial/suitable candidates).  
 
Mostly the tourists have been met and interviewed not alone but in pairs/groups of families or 
friends or companions in travel (the members of tourist groups - when the people get familiar-
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ization with each other usually after starting the trip) – in this case interview has being taken 
from informal group leaders but other group members effected to the mediated opinion for 
such topics as positive and negative impressions, interests, activities and so on. 
 
6.3 Collected data 
 
Below is the collected statistics grouped into the 5 logical sections: general characteristics of 
responders, trip data, Internet usage, actual and potential interests, feedbacks and evaluations. 
 
As there was the seasonal effect in the answers then for the data where the difference between 
the middle season (MS) and low season (LS) was noticeable/expected the results are repre-
sented separately by season.  
 
6.3.1 General characteristics of responders 
 
Table 8. Age. 
 <25 25-34 35-44 45-64 >= 65 
MS, # 14 34 42 58 0 
MS, % 10% 23% 28% 39% 0% 
LS, # 7 34 27 16 0 
LS, % 8% 41% 32% 19% 0% 
 
Table 9. Sex. 
 M F 
MS, # 55 93 
MS, % 37% 63% 
LS, # 29 55 
MS, % 35% 65% 
 
Table 10. Regions of origin. 
 MS, # MS, % LS, # LS, % 
Moscow area 76 51% 57 68% 
St. Petersburg area 28 19% 14 17% 
Other regions of 
European Russia 
22 15% 12 15% 
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Ural area  12 8% 0 0% 
Siberia 10 7% 0 0% 
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Table 11. Occupation. 
employee entrepreneur housewife student retired other  
148 17 11 15 12 29 
64% 7% 5% 6% 5% 13% 
 
Table 12. Language skills. 
English Italian German French other don’tцspeak 
131 0 19 15 9 89 
56% 0% 8% 6% 4% 38% 
 
6.3.2 Trip data 
 
Table 13. First time visit in Rimini / Italy. 
 1st time in Ri-
mini 
1st time in Italy 
MS, # 120 109 
MS, % 81% 74% 
LS, # 76 71 
LS, % 90% 84% 
 
Table 14. The position of Rimini in the whole trip. 
 main place intermediate place arrival/departure 
mostly 
MS, # 112  24 12 
MS, % 76% 16% 8% 
LS, # 43 12 29 
LS, % 51% 14% 35% 
 
Table 15. Main trip objectives,  multiple choices. 
 MS, # MS, % LS, # LS, % 
getting knowledge of Italy 88 59% 55 65% 
getting knowledge of Italian history 
and culture 
15 10% 10 12% 
tour over Italy 15 10% 39 46% 
beach vacations 125 84% 0 0% 
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agrotourism 0 0% 0 0% 
entertainment 41 28% 8 10% 
treatment and thermal therapy 0 0% 0 0% 
sport 5 3% 0 0% 
excursions 115 78% 75 92% 
business 5 3% 0 0 
shopping 87 59% 31 37% 
visiting friends / relatives 3 2% 1 1% 
other 7 5% 2 2% 
 
Table 16. Trip duration. 
 7-8 days 10-11 days 12-14 days >2 weeks 
MS, # 42 34 63 9 
MS, % 28% 23% 43% 6% 
LS, # 58 19 5 2 
LS, % 69% 23% 6% 2% 
 
Table 17. Travel companions. 
alone with family with friends with colleagues 
15 146 56 16 
6% 63% 24% 7% 
 
Table.18. Trip organization. 
 by travel agency on your own both 
MS, # 101 31 16 
MS, % 68% 21% 11% 
LS, # 69 11 4 
LS, % 82% 14% 4% 
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Table 19. Purchased additional services1 
yes no 
83 149 
36% 64% 
 
Table 20. Purchased additional services already at the destination. 
yes no 
173 59 
75% 25% 
 
Table 21. Type of accommodation. 
hotel 220 95% 
rented apartment 9 4% 
at friends / relatives 3 1% 
other 0 0% 
 
Table 22. Trip budget. 
 500 750 1000 1500 2000 no limit no  
answer 
MS, # 12 16 46 34 17 7 16 
MS, % 8% 11% 31% 23% 11% 5% 11% 
LS, # 7 9 44 8 0 1 15 
LS, % 8% 11% 52% 10% 0 1% 18% 
 
6.3.3 Internet usage 
 
Table 23. Usage Internet for searching travel agencies and tours, multiple choices. 
search engine tourist portals agencies’цsites social networks 
89 43 115 0 
47% 23% 61% 0% 
 
                                                 
 
1 Besides standard package from the travel agency, and besides flight tickets and hotels for self organized trips) in 
advance. 
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Table 24. Usage Internet for getting feedbacks about travel agencies and destinations, multiple 
choices. 
search engine tourist portals social networks 
91 109 9 
48% 57% 5% 
 
Table 25. Usage Internet for purchasing online, multiple choices. 
booking hotel 47 20% 
flight tickets 42 18% 
tickets to museums, amuse-
ment parks 
17 7% 
tickets for transport in Italy 14 6% 
renting cars 15 6% 
tour package 10 4% 
excursions 0 0% 
other 0 0% 
 
Table 26. Usage Internet for getting information about activities and points of interests in 
Rimini, multiple choices. 
search engine tourist portals social networks 
111 89 14 
48% 38% 6% 
 
Table 27. Found interesting places through Internet for visiting, multiple choices. 
 # % 
Rimini itself 102 44% 
well-known cities like Bologna, 
Venice, Rome, Florence 
81 35% 
San Marino 70 30% 
other Italian regions 34 15% 
Valmarecchia  15 6% 
events 12 5% 
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6.3.4 Actual and potential interests  
 
Table 28. Interested / planned activities, multiple choices. 
#  # % 
1 medieval cities and castles 183 79% 
2 organized tours in Venice, Rome, San Marino 162 70% 
3 shopping 149 64% 
4 sea trip 136 59% 
5 museums & exhibitions 133 57% 
6 festivals, concerts, events 121 52% 
7 tasting wines 105 45% 
8 thermal resorts 98 42% 
9 tours in Venice, Rome, San Marino on your own   93 40% 
10 gastronomy 91 39% 
11 natural parks 84 36% 
12 amusement parks 81 35% 
13 intensive tour over Italy 43 19% 
14 course of Italian language 41 18% 
15 cycle tours 35 14% 
16 course of Italian cousin 35 15% 
17 agrotourism 26 11% 
18 picnic 25 11% 
19 disco 26 11% 
20 adventures tours 17 7% 
21 sport 13 6% 
 
Table 29. Familiarization and interests with/for opportunities in Rimini area. 
 # % interest, 
# 
interest, 
% 
historical-cultural places/cities in  
Valmarecchia 
17 7% 110 47% 
natural park Sasso Simone Simon-
cello 
0 0% 74 32% 
thermal resorts of Rimini and Ric-
cione 
10 4% 79 34% 
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6.3.5 Feedbacks and evaluations 
 
Table 30. Evaluation of travel agency service quality (1-5, 1 – very not satisfied, 5 – very satis-
fied). 
1 2 3 4 5 
18 0 32 114 26 
9% 0% 17% 60% 14% 
 
Table 31. Preference for organizing next trip in Italy (if now the travel agency is used). 
by travel agen-
cy 
both  on your own 
48 44 98 
25% 23% 52% 
 
Table 32. Feeling the language problem. 
yes, for persons 
with language 
knowledge 
no, for persons 
with language 
knowledge 
yes, for persons 
w/o language 
knowledge 
no, for persons 
w/o language 
knowledge 
78 65 30 59 
55% 45% 34% 66% 
 
Table 33. Most positive things in the trip, multiple choices. 
 # % 
atmosphere 151 65% 
hospitality 141 61% 
services 81 35% 
culture, history 63 27% 
cleanness 62 27% 
everything is positive 52 22% 
air, sea 51 22% 
food 45 19% 
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Table 34. Most negative things in the trip, multiple choices. 
 # % 
lacking of information for tourists 51 22% 
missing menu in Russian in restau-
rants 
34 14% 
insufficient breakfast in hotels 29 13% 
Italian food all the time is bored  27 12% 
expensive country 21 9% 
insufficient quality of hotel services 19 8% 
plenty of attractions makes touring 
difficult, there are no recommen-
dations from tourism authorities 
forцtheцroutesц“mustцsee” 
17 7% 
transport issues 12 5% 
 
Table 35. Willingness for visiting Italy and Rimini again. 
yes, for visiting 
Italy again 
no, for visiting 
Italy again 
yes, for visiting 
Rimini again 
no, for visiting 
Rimini again 
205 27 153 79 
88% 12% 66% 34% 
 
6.4 Data analysis 
 
6.4.1 General characteristics of responders 
 
The age of respondents is represented in Table 8. All the age groups were participating in the 
survey with the exception of seniors (>=65 years) along with the statistics that says that such 
group is very small for Russians. In contradiction with this fact the previous age range - 45-64 
years was represented well, especially for the bathing season (MS) though sufficient number of 
such tourists were and during the low season (LS): correspondingly 39% and 19% of respond-
ents. The age structure was clearly linked with the season type: for MS the biggest group was 
45-64, then 35-44, then 25-34, then <25; for LS the range in descent was 25-34, 35-44, 45-64, 
<25. The reasons for such distribution probably are:  
 for MS attractiveness of beach vacations for elder people - good ratio price-quality, se-
curity, cleanness, excellent services; higher prices in MS make it enough costly for the 
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group with the relatively less income (25-34); the middle age group (35-44) is in the in-
termediate position – they have sufficient income for the higher costs of MS but more 
oriented to active type of touring for that the hot bathing season is less suitable;  
 for LS the group of 25-34 dominates due to the low level of prices; the group of 45-64 
decreases significantly due to missing bathing facilities; the group 35-44 is again in the 
intermediate position as compromise between travel activities and entertainment; 
 the group of <25 is the lowest as Italy is enough expensive country. 
 
Though it cannot be said that the age samples in the survey display one-to-one the real age 
distribution picture for the Russian tourists in Rimini nevertheless it is more or less in corre-
spondence with the visual picture and statistical data. 
  
For the sex of the respondents (Table 9) there is a ratio about 2:1 between females and males. 
It cannot be said that such ratio is the real ratio between the female and male visitors though 
there was a visible prevalence of the first group over the second one. Also should be noticed 
that female respondents were significantly more willingness in answering questions (for in-
stance, in pairs they more frequently were leading in answering). 
 
In the distribution of the respondents by the regions of origin in Russia (Table 10) domination 
of the tourists from the St. Petersburg and especially Moscow areas is visible. From the Mos-
cow area (Moscow-city and Moscow-region) were about half of participants in MS and two 
thirds in LS, from the St.цPetersburg’sцoneц– 19% and 17% correspondingly. Nevertheless the 
other regions of the European part of Russia were represented steadily: MS - 15%, LS - 15% 
as the fact of sufficient income in the Russian provinces for visiting such expensive country as 
Italy. During MS 15% of participants were from the Ural area and Siberia; their missing for LS 
could be explained by the fact that in those area where winter continues 7-8 months spending 
some time on sea during holidays is a typical habit so they select for vacations the bathing 
season. 
 
The respondents were questioned about their occupation (Table 11) only with using its generic 
types like employee, student and so on. About two thirds of the interviewees (64%) have 
marked their belonging to employees (there was no differentiation between public and private 
sectors), the categories of entrepreneurs, housewives, students, and retired were approximately 
equal (by 5-7ыя.ц13ыцofцparticipantsцmarkedцthemselvesцinцtheцcategoryц“other”цwithцtheц
probable reason of being a high-ranking manager or functionary. 
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On the contrary with the existed opinion of the low language abilities of the Russian tourists 
more than half of participants (56%) speaks English, 8% - German and 6% - French; though 
nobody speaks Italian (Table 12). 
 
6.4.2 Trips’ characteristics 
 
In analysis of feelings of the Russian tourists regarding Italy and Rimini the important charac-
teristic is the number of repetitive visits. It is visible that a sufficient number of tourists have 
been already both in Italy and Rimini (Table 13). This number is higher for MS and less for LS 
that could be explained by the fact that at LS the tours over Italy are most popular (those 
tours are taken usually by people that visit Italy at the first time). For MS every 5th participant 
has visited Rimini before and every 4th – Italy.  
 
The position (weight) for stay in Rimini against the whole trip is different for MS and LS (Ta-
ble 14).  At MS for 76% of the interviewees Rimini was a main place for their visits and for LS 
only for 51%; for MS Rimini was the point of arrival/departure only for 8% of the interview-
ees whereas for LS – already for 35%. 
 
The trip objectives (Table 15) are affected by the seasonality. For MS the most frequent moti-
vation is “beachцvacations”цюthat isn’tцapplicable, of course, to LS), for LS – “excursions”.ц
Alsoцforцtheцcontrast:цtheцobjectiveц“tourцoverцItaly”цhasцweightцinц10ыцforцMSцandцin 46% for 
LS, entertainment correspondingly 28% and 10%. 
 
Some other observations for the trip targets can be marked. Evidently, the cultural component 
is very important for the Russian tourists (as for their “beach vacations only”цthe typical desti-
nations are, for instance, Egypt and Turkey). For MS the excursions go at the second place 
after the bathing activities (84% and 78%), and for LS – at the first place (92%). The signifi-
cantцroleцisцforц“gettingцknowledgeцofцItaly”цю59ыцforцMSцandц65ыцforцLSя.цEmilia-Romagna 
is famous with its thermal resorts and spa, which mostly located to inland (entroterra) though 
there are ones in Rimini and Riccione (the city next to the south from Rimini) – Terme di 
Rimini and Terme di Riccione. However nobody called “treatment and thermal therapy”цasцaц
main objectiveцforцtrip,цtheцsameц“zero”цlevelцhas been observed and for agrotourism (very 
popular in Italy by the way). Along with the statistics there is a very low interest to sport (that 
is one of the main activities on the Rimini’sцbeaches especially for the Italian tourists) – only 4 
persons were interested in. With opposition to sport shopping is in demand. For MS it was 
marked as an objective by 59% of the interviewees. However at LS already only 37% of them 
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had such interest though the prices are lower at LS and the percentage of visitors from the 
Moscow area (where income is highest) is twice greater – about two thirds (Table  10). Proba-
bly the main reason for such decrease was sharp fall of ruble at that time that made prices non 
attractive and purchases – too expensive. 
  
The typical trip duration (Table 16) is different for MS and LS. Most popular length at MS is 2 
weeks whereas for LS – 1 week. This could be explained in such way that during MS the tour-
ists roughly reserve 1 week for the beach activities and 1 week for the excursions and so on.  
 
The most popular company for traveling (Table 17) is family (63%) and friends (24%), travel-
ing alone or with colleagues is much less frequent (6% and 7%).  
 
The Russian tourists have been asked – who organized their trips (Table 18). For the majority 
it was done by the Russian travel agencies: 68% of participants for MS and 82% for LS re-
ported that their trips have been organized fully by the agencies. Only 21% and 14% have 
organized the trips on their own, and 16% and 4% said that the trips were organized on their 
own though with some services bought from the travel agencies. 
 
The survey checked the Russian tourists willingness to buy the additional services both 1) as a 
part of a tour package from travel agency (for the tourists who did this) bought before trip 
(Table 19) and 2) already in Rimini (Table 20) where such services can be bought from the 
original Russian travel agency, from local travel agency or service provider. The majority of 
touristsцю64ыяцhaven’tцboughtцbefore trip any additional services from the travel agencies on 
top of the standard package or for the self-organized trips besides flight tickets and hotel 
bookings. Nevertheless later, already being in Rimini, 75% of the respondents have purchased 
the additional services (like excursions, tickets to amusement parks, transport tickets, services 
from the local guides and so on). Thus it is clear that the Russian tourists in Rimini prefered to 
buy something extra for tour directly at the destination. 
 
The majority of tourists (95%) stayed in the hotels, only 4% used the rented apartments (Table 
21). 
 
Finally, there was an optional question about the budget for trip (Table 22). This assumed the 
approximate limit for their expenses per person during trip without the cost of package as 
such (i.e. expenses for excursions, entertainment, restaurants (though in fact many tourists 
especially at MS had the full board or half board at the hotels), shopping and so on). The most 
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popular answer for both MS and LS was 1000 euros though its weight was lower at MS due to 
more long duration. In general willingness for more expenses in MS was higher than for LS.  
 
6.4.3 Using Internet for trip purposes 
 
From 190 tourists that have purchased the tours (full or partial packages from the travel agen-
cies (Table 18) 122 (64%) persons used Internet for finding the travel agencies and their of-
fers. The most popular way for the search (Table 23) was tracking theцagencies’цsitesцю61ыя,ц
then surfing with search engine (47%), then tracking the tourist portals (23%). Nobody has 
used social networks for such purposes though accounts in the common Russian social net-
works had 94% (217 from 232) respondents. Theцtouristsцthoseцdidn’tцuseцInternetцfor this 
purpose (68 - 36%) explained the reasons as:  
 they are old/permanent clients of their agencies so do not need to search new ones; 
 the chosen agencies have been recommended by friends or colleagues; 
 they interacted with the agencies offline (phone, visit to premises).  
 
The tourists that were surfing Internet for getting feedbacks about the agencies / tours / des-
tinations (Table 24) were using tourist portals (57%) , search engines (48%), social networks 
(5%).  
 
Makingцpurchasesцonlineцwasn’tцsignificant (Table 25). Only 23% of the respondents were 
doing this: at the first positions was booking the hotels (20%) – mostly in self-organized trips 
and flight tickets (in self-organized trips only). Other types of online purchasing were e-tickets 
for museums and amusement parks, local transport in Italy (trains) and renting cars – 7%, 6%, 
and 6% correspondingly. Purchasing the tours online was happening rarely - only for 4% of 
the tourists. Nobody has visited the pages of the online sellers in social networks. 
 
The highest online activity of the tourists was in getting practical information about activities 
in Rimini and other places / cities of Italy (Table 26). This was practiced by the 80% of the 
interviewees: 48% used search engine, 38% - tourist portals, 6% - social networks. Social net-
works have been used not only for getting information but also for making acquaintance and 
finding partners (among the Russian holidaymakers) for activities. 
 
On the question about finding in Internet some interesting places of all the types – historical 
attractions, entertainment establishments, restaurants, shops etc. for visiting (Table 27) posi-
tively answered 59% of responders (137 from 232). Such places were Rimini itself (44%), then 
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Italian world-famous cities (35%), which have been visited (or planned to be visited), then San 
Marino (30%), which have been visited by many tourists on their own (due to its close vicinity 
and the existed regular bus connection). 15% of the tourists found the points of interests in 
other Italian regions: mostly in Marche – next region to the south from the Rimini province 
but sometimes also in more far regions, for instance Umbria and Apulia (requires traveling in 
train for 5-6 hours). The attractions inцValmarecchiaцюRimini’sцinlandяцhaveцfoundцonlyц6ыцofц
the respondents probably due to the prevalence of Italian in the Internet resources, poor 
transport connections and weak advertising from the local tourist offices. 
 
6.4.4 Interested / planned activities 
 
The questionnaire had a point about the activities, which have been already done by the tour-
ists, or planned but not yet done, or potentially interested – for instance, in future trips in Italy 
(Table 28). The last item was important as many tourists had feeling that they have very lim-
ited time (even for 2-weeks stays) for getting knowledge of Rimini and Italy. 
  
In answers the first position(79%)  has been taken by the itemц“visitingцmedievalцcitiesцandц
castles”.цAtцtheцsecondцpositionцю70ыяцwasц“organizedцtours”цinцtheцworld-famous Italian cit-
ies like Venice, Rome and so on. It is interesting that the Russian tourists prefer the guided 
tours into these cities; the proposal about making such visits without assistance was marked 
only by 40% of the respondents. The third popularity was for shopping – 64% of the re-
spondents. Very high was interest to the sea trips (though there are limited offers of those in 
Rimini) – at the forth position with 59% whereas disco and picnic had enough low popularity 
in 11% both. At the 5th and 6th places were the items linked with culture, history and art – vis-
iting museums and exhibitions (57%) and festivals/concerts/events (52%). Regarding the mu-
seums should be mentioned that surprisingly Rimini-city has relatively small their number 
though there are many weakly advertised ones in the province. Also somehow the information 
for foreign tourists has small number of ideas and offers for the festivals/concerts/events, as 
well as they are usually out of scope of the travel agencies.  
 
The popular activity is food & drink – tasting wine would be nice for 45% of the respondents 
(7th position) and gastronomic tour are attractive for 39% (10th position). Many tourists 
marked that during excursions/tours they had some wine tasting or dinners in restaurants 
reported by organizers as restaurants with typical Italian cuisine but there were remarks that 
such experience was below their expectations. At the same time it was cleared from the dis-
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cussions with the respondents that they had very vague knowledge about the real gastronomic 
and wine tours offered in the Italian tourist market.  
 
High popularity had the idea of getting in the thermal resorts (8th position with 42%). But 
practically only a few people - 4% knew that there are such establishments in Rimini and Ric-
cione (Table 29). Though the Russian tourists are very numerous in the well-known thermal 
resorts of Italy (for instance, Abano Terme, Sirmione) somehow such specialization of Emilia-
Romagna (that has a lot of thermal facilities) is poorly positioned among the Russian tourists. 
 
The natural parks were interested for 36% of the respondents (11th position). However no-
body knew that the Rimini province has a regional natural park – Parco Sasso Simone and 
Simoncello in about 35 kilometers from Rimini (Table 29). Visiting this park would be inter-
ested for 32% of the tourists with the condition of organized tour and easy access (unfortu-
nately there are no offers for foreign tourists as well as the park is accessible practically only by 
car). 
 
The amusement parks were interested for 35% of the respondents. Many tourists were talking 
that such parks are well represented now in Russia so visiting them in Italy would be wasting 
time. 
 
Along with the statistics the interest of the Russian tourists is low against physical activities: 
sport and adventurous tours are at the last places (20-21) with 7% and 6% though cycle tours 
are more popular (15th place, 14%). 
 
Many tourists would be ready to have special intensive courses of Italian language or Italian 
cuisine (14th and 16th positions with 18% and 15%). However should be mentioned that there 
are no such offers in Rimini at all (though there are offers for the travel assistance with the 
interpreter service). 
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6.4.5 Feedbacks and evaluations 
The feedback section has been started with the questions how the tourists that have bought 
tours from the travel agencies evaluate the quality of their work (Table 30) and how they 
would prefer to organize their next trip in Italy (Table 31). 
 
In the scale from 1 to 5 (1 – very not satisfied, 5 – very satisfied) the average mark for the 
agencies was 3.68 with most frequent answer 4. Thus the Russian tourists were more happy 
than non-happy withцtheцqualityцofцtheцtravelцagencies’цservices. Nevertheless only minority of 
the respondents wanted to organize their next trip in Italy with the help of agencies: full – 
25% or combined (travel agency + own efforts) – 23%, whereas 52% would like to make their 
trips without assistance. The reasons for desires of independent traveling were: observed high-
est level of security, services and cleanness in Italy, much more flexibility, best following own 
interests, buying the required services without mediators decrease the overall cost ut at the 
same time can be done easily through e-services. Also for selecting travel agency for the trip 
abroad the important reason is scaring the language barrier. However the Russian tourists 
were surprisingly observing thatцlanguageцissueцwasn’tцsensitive at their stay in Rimini (Table 
32). Less than half of the tourists sensed the language problem. It is interested that the prob-
lem was more visible for the persons with knowledge of the foreign languages than for those 
without such knowledge (45% against 66%) that marks mostly the fact that possibility to 
communicate in English has limitations in Italy.  Thus discovered by the Russian tourists the 
limited importance of language skills resulted in a positive motivation for trying to perform 
their next Italian trip on their own. 
 
The question about most positive (Table 33) and negative (Table 34) things itцseemsцwasn’tц
easy for the tourists as on the one hand their perception of Italy was highly positive and on 
the other hand shortcutsцweren’tцtooцimportant.ц  
 
The most popular answers (for about two thirds of the respondents) were the human atmos-
phere (65%) and hospitality of Italians (61%). Then, with the big lag was the quality of ser-
vices (35%). It is interested that the topic of history, culture and art was at the 4th position 
(27%). Though Rimini is targeted as a sea resort the corresponding item – “sea,цair”цwasц
marked only by 22% of the respondents (7th position). The Italian food has taken the last 8th 
position (19%). 
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Finally it should be mentioned that 22% of the respondents said that everything was highly 
positive and it is difficult to extract something particular. 
 
Among the negative answers at the first position (22%) was information issue – it was not 
only about language support, i.e. available information in Russian or English but also about 
weak missing information as such – weak advertising of tourist facilities, missing booklets and 
maps and so on. The second by weight negative aspect was in missing menus in Russian in 
restaurants;цavailabilityцmenusцinцEnglishцdidn’tцhelpцtooцmuchцdueцtoцtheцspecificцtermsцandц
limited vocabulary. 
 
There was some issue with food. First, 13% percents marked poor breakfasts in the hotels. 
Second, 12% marked that eating all the time only Italian food is a hard option. Especially such 
opinion was reported by the travelers from the intensive tours. 
 
Regarding the cost of stay - 9% of the tourists have found Italy a bit expensive country for 
them. 
 
The final question in evaluation was about readiness to return in Italy and Rimini again (Table 
35). 88% of the respondents said that they would be happy to visit Italy again. For the remain-
ingц12ыцtheцreasonsцforц“no”цwereцusually:ц“ItalyцisцniceцbutцIцwouldцlikeцtoцvisitцotherцcoun-
tries” orц“expensiveцcountry”.цRegardingцRiminiцasцaцdestinationцforцtheцnextцvisitцtheцre-
spondent were less willingness if compare with the country as such – only 66% would like to 
return.цTheцusualцreasonsцforц“no”цwere:ц“weцhaveцseenцhereцeverything”,ц“Italyцhas so many 
attractionsцitцisцgoodцdoцnotцbeцstuckцwithцRimini”,ц“Riminiцisцniceцbutцmoreцorientedцtoцtheц
beach vacationsцbutцweцareцmoreцinterestedцinцhistoricalцandцculturalцaspectsцinцItaly”. 
 
7 Conclusions 
 
Rimini was the first place for starting the mass Russian tourism in Italy and up to date remains 
one of the most popular Italian destinations for Russians – in 2013 about 20% of the Russian 
visitors to the country were staying in the area. For the recent years the tourist flow was per-
manently growing, sometimes with two-digit grade. What is more, the relative weight of Rus-
sians in Rimini regarding their overall number in Italy was also growing.  
 
There were many factors in favour of this: theцcity’s specialization on mass holidays for differ-
ent visitors’цcategories; cheap prices for accommodation (due to the strong competition), rich 
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shopping facilities; geographical location with easy access to the main points of interests in 
Italy like Venice, Rome, Florence, and so on; good combination of beach resort and cultural 
opportunities; security, cleanness and excellent services; close cooperation between Rimini’sц
International airport Federico Fellini and the Russian air carriers so they have selected it as a 
main entry in Italy that resulted in the lowest prices for the flight tickets from Russia in Italy; 
finally there was a snowball effect when the very positive feedbacks and references of the Rus-
sian tourists were attracting new ones. 
 
However there were visible shortcuts in developing the tourism products for Russians. The 
growth certainly was extensive, not intensive. Due to the favourable economic situation in 
Russia not only the people from the big urban areas like Moscow and St-Petersburg got the 
possibility to travel in Italy but also many inhabitants in the Russian provinces. The Rimini 
area was a very good destination for newbies in Italy and actually was specializing on them (it 
is clear from the statistics – a big number of the first-time visitors and not so big number of 
the repetitive ones).  In the situation of growing the tourist flow steadily the typical policy of 
allцtheцinterestedцpartiesцwasц“skimцtheцscreamцoff”.цTheцRussianцtourцoperatorsцwereцoffering 
mostly the basics things - beach vacations and tours in the grand cities of Italy. The local tour-
ism organizations didn’tцapplyцtheцspecialцeffortsц– mostly they represent the hotel associations 
so are oriented to accommodation and beach holidays. Thus theцRussians’цflowцwasцdevelop-
ing in a considerable degree on its own. Regarding the hotels and restaurants it could be said 
thatцtheirцownersцalsoцdidn’tцstrainedцthemselves.цSuchцexample:цinцtheцlastцyearцatцtheцtourismц
conference in Milan a representative from Rimini has been asked – whenцfinallyцtheцRimini’sц
restaurants will have menus in Russian?цAndцtheцanswerцwas:ц“weцareцworkingцon that”.ццThe 
first signal about the negative trends has come in the last summer when the Russian travel 
agencies have cancelled for some hotels up to 50% of their reservations. During October and 
November of 2014 the number of the Russian tourists has fallen almost twice – though it 
wasn’tцtooцcriticalцbecauseцthere was a low season in Rimini however at making the visual 
comparison between the corresponding period of 2013 the main tourist promenade and din-
ner street – Viale Amerigo Vespucci was mostly empty in the evening in the autumn of 2014.  
 
As the negative economical and political factors in Russia continue then we can expect further 
fall in the Russian tourist flow, especially in the number of newbies. Thus for adapting the 
Rimini tourism to the new realities the active development is proposed for making the area on 
the one hand attractive for advanced/experienced tourists and tourists with special interests; 
on the other hand for making the differentiation between Rimini and other Italian destina-
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tions, positioning the city as more than only a beach resort and a start point for all-the-Italy 
tours.  
 
Basing on the results of study a few apparent prospective directions for development can be 
suggested. 
 
First, Italy already has well developed special tourism products like gastronomic / wine tours 
and treatment on the thermal resorts. These facilities are available and well developed in Emi-
lia-Romagna: the region is famous with its Romagnole cuisine and there are many sources of 
thermal waters with resorts and spa though mostly they are out of the coast. Though such 
tours are very popular among Italians they are not advertised well for Russians. 
 
Second, Rimini is an initial point for the historical-cultural excursions into the other regions of 
Italy with its world-famous cities but the inland of the Rimini province – the valley of Marec-
chia (Valmarecchia), the territory of the former seigniory Malatesta has so many interesting 
places and different opportunities that for exploring them it is required to have a few months 
but again itцisn’tцadvertisedцforцRussians, which know about it mostly nothing. 
 
Third, the local tourism community / industry could suggest to Russians such activities that 
would be clearly in demand for them. Basing on the result of survey among such activities 
could be events (especially musical and folkloric), natural parks, educational services. Shortly it 
can be said that Rimini should make accent on offering not so much services as experiences. 
 
Forth, there is a clear willingness of Russian tourists to travel on their own. Thus the local 
industry should take this into account and to suggest its support for such way of doing espe-
cially paying attentions for the information support. Its low level according with the survey 
results is the main negative feedback from Russians. Such support could include, of course, 
providing  information in Russian, both in Internet and offline (books, maps, menu in restau-
rants, information in hotels, shops, service providers and so on) but also availability of clear 
and well structured information as such about the opportunities, facilities services, and offers 
in the Rimini province. 
 
In general the idea is concluded in representing the Rimini province as the source of so many 
activities and experiences (that is actually true) that a tourist would be bound to multiple visits 
in the area for opening its endless opportunities. 
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The formulated ideas are suggested for the local tourism authorities and in a great extent to 
the tourism enterprises that are ready to developц“outцofцbasic”цtourismцproductsцand to try 
modern approaches. Though the competition in the classical tourism in Rimini is high howev-
er there are many niches that could be occupied by the companies that would suggest solu-
tions for e-tourism and information management. 
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Attachments 
 
Attachmentц1.цOriginalцsurvey’sцquestionnaireцюinцRussianя 
 
ǍǺǷǲǿǭ ǱǸȌ ǰǻǾǿǲǶ ǝǵǹǵǺǵ 
(ǯǻǼǽǻǾȈ,цǻǿǹǲȄǲǺǺȈǲцǴǯёǴǱǻȄǷǻǶ, ǱǻǼȀǾǷǭȋǿцǺǲǾǷǻǸȉǷǻцǻǿǯǲǿǻǯ) 
 
1. ǏǻǴǽǭǾǿ:ц <25   25-34   35-44   45-64   >65    ǼǻǸ   : M   Ǔ 
2. ǝǲǰǵǻǺцǼǽǻǳǵǯǭǺǵȌц ______________________________________________ 
3. ǜǽǻȁǲǾǾǵȌ:   ǞǸȀǳǭȆǵǶ/ǽǭǮǻȄǵǶ ǜǽǲǱǼǽǵǺǵǹǭǿǲǸȉц 
ǑǻǹǻȂǻǴȌǶǷǭц      ǞǿȀǱǲǺǿ       ǜǲǺǾǵǻǺǲǽ      ǑǽȀǰǻǲ _______________ 
4. ǏȈ ǴǺǭǲǿǲ ǭǺǰǸ. ǵǿǭǸ.ц     Ǻǲǹ.ц     ȁǽ.ц      ǱǽȀǰǵǲ ________________ 
5. ǏȈцǯцǼǲǽǯȈǶцǽǭǴцǯцǝǵǹǵǺǵц/цИǿǭǸǵǵ?ццǱǭц      Ǻǲǿ /ццǱǭц      Ǻǲǿц  
6. ǏцǯǭȅǲǶцǼǻǲǴǱǷǲцǝǵǹǵǺǵ:ццǻǾǺǻǯǺǻǶцǼȀǺǷǿц  ǼȀǺǷǿцǼǽǵǸёǿǭ/ǻǿǸёǿǭц     
Ǽǽǻǹ.цǼȀǺǷǿц  
7. * ǣǲǸǵ ǯǭȅǲǶ ǼǻǲǴǱǷǵ? (ǹǭǷǾǵǹȀǹц3-4цǼȀǺǷǿǭ)?  
ǴǺǭǷǻǹǾǿǯǻцǾцИǿǭǸǵǲǶц ǿȀǽцǼǻцИǿǭǸǵǵц    ǼǸȌǳǺȈǶцǻǿǱȈȂц   ǭǰǽǻǿȀǽǵǴǹц  
ǽǭǴǯǸǲȄǲǺǵȌцюǼǭǽǷǵцǽǭǴǯǸǲȄǲǺǵǶ,цǱǵǾǷǻ,цǵцǿ.Ǳ.)   
ǸǲȄǲǺǵǲ ǵцǿǲǽǹǭǸȉǺǭȌцǿǲǽǭǼǵȌц   ǾǼǻǽǿц  ȊǷǾǷȀǽǾǵǵц  ǮǵǴǺǲǾц  ȅǻǼǼǵǺǰц     
ǷцǱǽȀǴȉȌǹ/ǽǻǱǾǿǯǲǺǺǵǷǭǹц   ___ 
8. ǜǽǻǱǻǸǳǵǿǲǸȉǺǻǾǿȉ ǼǻǲǴǱǷǵц?  _____________________ 
9. * ǏцȊǿǻǶцǼǻǲǴǱǷǲцǯȈ:цǻǱǺǵц      ǾцǾǲǹȉёǶц   ǾцǱǽȀǴȉȌǹǵц      ǾцǷǻǸǸǲǰǭǹǵц  
10. ǜǻǲǴǱǷǭцǻǽǰǭǺǵǴǻǯǭǺǭ:цǿȀǽǭǰǲǺǿǾǿǯǻǹц   ǯǭǹǵц    ǷǻǹǮǵǺǵǽǻǯǭǺǺǻц    
11. ǏȈцǵǾǼǻǸȉǴǻǯǭǸǵцǵǺǿǲǽǺǲǿцǱǸȌцǼǻǵǾǷǭцǿȀǽǭǰǲǺǾǿǯǭ/ǿȀǽǭцюǼǻǵǾǷǻǯǵǷ,ц
ȁǻǽȀǹȈ,цǾǭǶǿȈцǿȀǽǭǰǲǺǿǾǿǯ,цǾǭǶǿȈцǻǿǲǸǲǶ,цǿȀǽǵǾǿǵȄǲǾǷǵǲцǼǻǽǿǭǸȈцǾǿǽǭǺȈц
ǺǭǴǺǭȄǲǺǵȌцǵцǿ.Ǳ.я 
________________________________________________________________ 
12. ǏȈ ǵǾǼǻǸȉǴǻǯǭǸǵ ǾǻȃǵǭǸȉǺȈǲ Ǿǲǿǵ (ǏК, Фǎ,цǻǱǺǻǷǸǭǾǾǺǵǷǵ) / ȁǻǽȀǹȈ 
ǱǸȌ ȄǿǲǺǵȌ ǽǲȃǲǺǴǵǶ ǻ ǿȀǽǭǰǲǺǿǾǿǯǭȂ ǵ ǼȀǺǷǿǭȂ ǺǭǴǺǭȄǲǺǵȌ? Ǳǭц Ǻǲǿц/Ǳǭц
 Ǻǲǿц 
13. * ǏȈ ǵǾǼǻǸȉǴǻǯǭǸǵ ǵǺǿǲǽǺǲǿ ǱǸȌ ǼǻǷȀǼǷǵ ǻǺǸǭǶǺцǾǸǲǱȀȋȆǲǰǻ?:  
ǿȀǽǼǭǷǲǿǭц ǮǵǸǲǿǻǯцǺǭцǾǭǹǻǸёǿцц   ǻǿǲǸȌц    ǮǵǸǲǿǻǯцǺǭцǹǲǾǿǺȈǶцǿǽǭǺǾǼǻǽǿц    
 ǮǵǸǲǿǻǯцǯцǼǭǽǷǵцǽǭǴǯǸǲȄǲǺǵǶц  
ǱǽȀǰǻǰǻц   ______________________________________________________ 
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14. ǜǻǾǲȆǭǸǵ Ǹǵ ǯȈ ǾǭǶǿȈ ǾǻǻǿǯǲǿǾǿǯȀȋȆǵȂ ǷǻǹǼǭǺǵǶ (Ǽ. 13) ǯ ǾǻȃǾǲǿȌȂ?  
Ǳǭц  Ǻǲǿц  
15. ǏȈцǼǽǵǻǮǽǲǸǵцǴǭǽǭǺǲǲцȄǿǻ-ǿǻцǾǯǲǽȂцǾǿǭǺǱǭǽǿǺǻǰǻцǼǭǷǲǿǭцǻǿцǿȀǽǭǰǲǺǿǾǿǯǭц
ǵǸǵцǮǵǸǲǿǻǯцǺǭцǾǭǹǻǸёǿцǵцǻǿǲǸȌцюǼǽǵцǾǭǹǻǾǿǻȌǿǲǸȉǺǻǶцǻǽǰǭǺǵǴǭȃǵǵя?цǱǭц   
Ǻǲǿц  
16. ǏȈцǼǽǵǻǮǽǲǿǭǸǵцǱǻǼȀǾǸȀǰǵцǯцǼǻǲǴǱǷǲцǵǸǵцǼǸǭǺǵǽȀǲǿǲцǵȂцǷȀǼǵǿȉ?цǱǭц   Ǻǲǿц
 
17. ǏȈцǵǾǷǭǸǵцǯцǵǺǿǲǽǺǲǿǲцǵǺȁǻǽǹǭȃǵȋцǻцǿǻǹ,цȄǲǹцǹǻǳǺǻцǴǭǺȌǿȉǾȌцǯцǝǵǹǵǺǵц
ǵцǱǽȀǰǵȂцǼȀǺǷǿǭȂцǯǭȅǲǰǻцǼǽǲǮȈǯǭǺǵȌ?цǱǭц   Ǻǲǿц  
18. * ǤǿǻǮȈ ǯȈ ȂǻǿǲǸǵ ǼǻǾǲǿǵǿȉ/ǾǱǲǸǭǿȉ/ǼǽǵǺȌǿȉцȀȄǭǾǿǵǲцǯцǯǭȅǲǶцǼǻǲǴǱǷǲц
ǵǴ?:  
ȁǲǾǿǵǯǭǸǵ,цǷǻǺȃǲǽǿȈц   ǱǵǾǷǻǿǲǷǵц          ǼǭǽǷǵцǽǭǴǯǸǲȄǲǺǵǶц  ǼǵǷǺǵǷǵц        
ǹǻǽǾǷǵǲцǼǽǻǰȀǸǷǵц        ǾǼǻǽǿц         ǰǭǾǿǽǻǺǻǹǵȌц  ǱǲǰȀǾǿǭȃǵȌцǯǵǺц    
ǭǰǽǻǿȀǽǵǴǹц      ǼǽǵǽǻǱǺȈǲцǼǭǽǷǵц  ǾǽǲǱǺǲǯǲǷǻǯȈǲцǰǻǽǻǱǭцǵцǴǭǹǷǵц     
ǹȀǴǲǵцǯȈǾǿǭǯǷǵц  ȅǻǼǼǵǺǰц  ǿǲ  
ǯǲǸǻǼǻǲǴǱǷǵц  ǵǺǿǲǺǾǵǯǺȈǶцǿȀǽцǼǻцИǿǭǸǵǵц  ǻǽǰǭǺǵǴǻǯǭǺǺȈǲцǿȀǽȈцǯцВǲǺǲȃǵȋ,ц
ǝǵǹ,цǞǭǺ-ǙǭǽǵǺǻцǵцǿ.Ǳ.ц   ǿǲцǳǲцǿȀǽȈ,цǺǻцǾǭǹǻǾǿǻȌǿǲǸȉǺǻцц  ǷȀǽǾȈцǵǿǭǸȉȌǺǾǷǻǶц
ǷȀȂǺǵц  ǷȀǽǾȈцǵǿǭǸȉȌǺǾǷǻǰǻцȌǴȈǷǭц   ǱǽȀǰǻǲц  : _________________________ 
18A. ВȈ ǴǺǭǷǻǹȈ Ǿ, ǯǭǹ ǵǺǿǲǽǲǾǺǻ ǼǻǾǲǿǵǿȉ ǱǻǸǵǺȀ ǙǭǽǲǷǷȉǵ, ǼǽǵǽǻǱǺȈǶ ǼǭǽǷ 
ǞǭǾǾǻ ǞǵǹǻǺǲ ǵ ǞǵǹǻǺȄǲǸǸǻ, ǿǲǽǹȈ ǝǵǹǵǺǵ ǵ ǝǵȄȄǵǻǺǲ? _________________ 
19. ǏȈцǺǭȅǸǵцǯцǵǺǿǲǽǺǲǿǲцǷǭǷǵǲ-ǿǻцǵǺǿǲǽǲǾǺȈǲцǹǲǾǿǭцǱǸȌцǼǻǾǲȆǲǺǵȌцǯцǹǲǾǿǲц
ǯǭȅǲǰǻцǼǽǲǮȈǯǭǺǵȌ,цǷǭǷǵǲ?: 
_________________________________________________  
20. *цǐǱǲцǯȈцǻǾǿǭǺǭǯǸǵǯǭǸǵǾȉ/ǻǾǿǭǺǻǯǵǸǵǾȉ/ǻǾǿǭǺǻǯǵǿǲǾȉцǯцǯǭȅǲǶцǼǻǲǴǱǷǲц?:ц 
ǯцǻǿǲǸǲц   ǺǭцǾȇёǹǺǻǶцǷǯǭǽǿǵǽǲц   ȀцǱǽȀǴǲǶ/ǽǻǱǺȈȂц  ǱǽȀǰǻǲцц   ____________
21. ǎȋǱǳǲǿцǯǭȅǲǶцǼǻǲǴǱǷǵцюǼǻцǳǲǸǭǺǵȋяц?ц________________ 
22. ǛȃǲǺǵǿǲ ǻǿ 1 Ǳǻ 5 (1 – ǭǮǾǻǸȋǿǺǻ Ǻǲ ȀǱǻǯǸǲǿǯǻǽǲǺȈ, 5 – ǭǮǾǻǸȋǿǺǻ 
ȀǱǻǯǸǲǿǯǻǽǲǺȈ) ǷǭȄǲǾǿǯǻǹцȀǾǸȀǰцǿȀǽǭǰǲǺǿǾǿǯǭцюǲǾǸǵцǵǾǼǻǸȉǴǻǯǭǸǵǾȉя: 
_________ 
23. ǏǭȅȀцǾǸǲǱȀȋȆȀȋцǼǻǲǴǱǷȀцǯцИǿǭǸǵȋцǯȈцǼǽǲǱǼǻȄǸǵцǮȈцǻǽǰǭǺǵǴǻǯǭǿȉ: 
ȄǲǽǲǴцǿȀǽǭǰǲǺǿǾǿǯǻц    Ǿǭǹǵц   ǷǻǹǮǵǺǵǽǻǯǭǺǺǻц  
24. ǏȈцǻȆȀȆǭǸǵцȌǴȈǷǻǯȀȋцǼǽǻǮǸǲǹȀцǯǻцǯǽǲǹȌцǼǻǲǴǱǷǵ?цǱǭц   Ǻǲǿц  
25. ǏǭȅǵцǺǭǵǮǻǸǲǲ ǼǻǴǵǿǵǯǺȈǲ ǵ ǺǲǰǭǿǵǯǺȈǲ ǯǼǲȄǭǿǸǲǺǵȌ ǯǻцǯǽǲǹȌцǼǻǲǴǱǷǵ?: 
_________________________________________________________________  
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26. ǏȈцǰǻǿǻǯȈцǼǽǵǲȂǭǿȉцǯцǝǵǹǵǺǵц/цИǿǭǸǵȋцǲȆёцǽǭǴ?:цǱǭц   Ǻǲǿц /ццǱǭц   Ǻǲǿц  
ǞǼǭǾǵǮǻцǴǭцǾǻǿǽȀǱǺǵȄǲǾǿǯǻч 
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Attachment 2. Survey’s questionnaire translation in English 
 
Questionnaire for Rimini’sцvisitors 
(questions, marked by asterisk, allow a few answers) 
 
1. Age:  <25   25-34 35-44 45-64 >65     Sex:   M     
2. Area of residence __________________________________________________ 
3. Occupation:   Employee  Entrepreneur   Housewife    Student      Retired    
Other  ____________________________ 
4. Spoken languages: English   Italian  German   French    Other ________ 
5. Are you at the first time in Rimini / in Italy?      yes    no /  yes      no  
6. In your trip Rimini is:  main place of stay  arrival point/departure point     
intermediate point  
7. * Trip objectives (maximum 3-4 items)  
getting knowledge of Italy  tour over Italy   beach vacations  
agrotourism   entertainment (amusement parks, disco etc.)   
treatment and  thermal therapy     sport  excursions  business   shopping      
visiting friends / relatives   other ___________________________________ 
8. Trip duration  ?  _____________________ 
9. * You travel: alone    with family   with friends    with colleagues  
10. The trip is organized: by travel agency   on your own    both    
11. How have you used Internet for getting information about travel agencies and 
tour packages (searchцengine;цtourists’цforums;цsitesцofцtravel agencies etc.)  
________________________________________________________________ 
12. Do you have account in social networks? Have you used social networks / 
tourists forums for reading feedbacks about travel agencies and/or 
destinations?   
yes   no /  yes   no  
13. * Have you used Internet for online purchases the following services?:  
tour package  flight tickets   booking hotel    transport tickets (trains)     
renting car  excursions  tickets to museums, amusement parks etc.  
other ___________________________________________________________ 
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14. Have you visited the sites of the corresponding establishments (13) in the social 
networks?  yes   no  
15. Have you purchased from travel agency additional services besides standard 
package or if you organized your trip by yourself something else besides flight 
tickets and hotel?   yes   no  
16. During your trip have you bought additional services / activities or plan to buy 
them?  yes   no  
17. Have you searched in Internet information about activities and points of 
interest in Rimini and other places?  yes   no  
18. * What would you like to do / visit in yor trip?:  
festivals, carnivals   musical events   disco    amusement parks  picnic         
sea trip       sport         gastronomy    tasting wines    agroturism       
natural parks  medieval cities and castles    museums & exhibitions  shopping       
thermal resorts  adventure tours cycle tours   
intensive tour over Italy  organized tours in Venice, Rome, San Marino etc.    
the same tours but on your own   course of Italian cousin  course of Italian    
other : ____________________________________________________________ 
18A. Do you know / are interested in Valmarecchia, natural park Sasso Simone & 
Simoncello, thermal resorts of Rimini and Riccione? _________________________ 
19. Have you found in Internet interesting places for your visiting and visited them 
during your trip? Which places? 
_________________________________________________________________ 
20. * Where do you stay at your trip?:  
in hotel   in rented apartment   at friends/family  other    ______________ 
21. What is the budget for expenses during the trip? (optional) 
___________________ 
22. How you would evaluate at the scale 1 – 5 (1 – complete dissatisfaction, 5 – 
complete satisfaction) the quality of services of the used travel agency?  __ 
23. Your next trip in Italy you would prefer to organize: 
through travel agency    on your own   both  
24. Did you feel the language barrier during the trip? yes   no  
25. Your most positive and negative impressions during the trip?  
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
26. Would you like to visit Rimini / Italy again?  yes    no/  yes      no  
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Thank you for cooperation! 
